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Review of the strengths and weaknesses of current indicators,
reference points and harvest control rules for case study fisheries

1. Introduction
Population‐level indicators are commonly used to track changes in the status of fish
stocks (e.g. abundance, spawning stock biomass, mean length) over time. More recently,
indicators at the fish community level (community size structure, overall biomass,
diversity) have been used to track the ecosystem effects of fishing, and are often called
‘ecosystem’ indicators. To interpret whether or not a population (or community) is
overexploited requires evaluating reference points of the indicators. Reference points
generally represent either targets for management, or triggers for management
action.Typical reference points are the value of the indicator in the absence of
exploitation (e.g. virgin biomass), the rates of sustainable exploitation and the target
value of the indicator (e.g. BMSY, FMSY). Currently only population –level indicators are
used directly in fisheries management and therefore we focus on these for the purpose
of Deliverable 5.2. However, we discuss the novel development of community‐level
references points and potential HCRs later in this report as part of our ongoing and
future work.
A recent review carried out as part of DEEPFISHMAN of assessment methods (including
population‐level indicators), reference points (RPs) and harvest control rules (HCRs)
revealed that very few methods combining these have been applied in deep‐water
fisheries, even in a global context (Edwards et al. submitted). The problem is that
indicators and their reference points must be easy to estimate from the available data,
which is an issue for data‐poor and deep‐sea fisheries.
Although BMSY and FMSY are often stipulated as suitable target reference points, Maximum
Sustainable Yield (MSY) is very difficult to estimate for most stocks, since it is dependent
on the stock‐recruitment relationship. In situations where recruitment either appears
independent of stock size (Myers, 2001), or there is insufficient contrast to estimate the
relationship, a proxy for MSY can be used either based on yield‐per‐recruit analysis
(YPR) or using spawning potential ratio (SPR) (Brooks and Powers, 2007).
Harvest control rules which, broadly defined, specify the fishing mortality to which the
exploited population should be subjected to meet management objectives, most often
use indicator‐based reference points as input. This fishing mortality is then controlled
through either input (effort) versus output (catch) based management, with
corresponding specification of a total allowable catch (TAC) or total allowable effort
(TAE).
A simple example of a model based HCR would be to choose a TAC such that Fy=FTARGET,
where Fy is the fishing mortality in year y. FTARGET can either be a constant value or a
function of some reference points. Typically, FTARGET is a stepwise increasing function of
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spawning biomass, so that fishing mortality is reduced as the biomass declines below
the target biomass reference point. Above the target reference point, and assuming
FTARGET is correctly specified, the harvest control rule will naturally yield catches
consistent with management objectives. This type of ‘threshold’ control rule is popular
within ICES, and has also been applied by the Pacific Fishery Management Council
(PFMC) to the management of deepwater stocks on the continental slope of the United
States West coast (PFMC, 2008).
The strength and weakness of any particular approach will depend on the underlying
data and the assumption of the models used to estimate them. In the following sections,
we give an overview of the reference points, harvest control rules and indicators
currently in use in DEEPFISHMAN Case‐Studies. It will be shown in Section 2 that
current approaches are widely lacking. Section 3 gives a more detailed overview of
existing data and required improvements that have been highlighted within Case‐
Studies as avenues of further development. However, quantitative testing and true
evaluation of these methods has not been carried out, making an objective evaluation of
their strengths and weaknesses difficult. Section 4 will focus on new approaches being
developed in DEEPFISHMAN to address this problem. Empirical trend‐based HCRs, pre‐
cautionary reference points based on alternative sources of information, such as life
history theory and spatial information, combined with the use of simulation methods to
develop and test reference points, harvest control rule and overall management
strategies, are few of the areas that the DEEPFISHMAN consortium is working towards
to help improve monitoring and management of deep‐sea fish and fisheries in the future.
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2. Current Biological Indicators, Reference Points and Harvest Control
Rules in Case‐studies
Most of the case‐study stocks in DEEPFISHMAN do not have established reference
points and HCRS in place as part of their management. Furthermore, management seems
to be ad hoc rather than ‘hard‐wired’ or ‘rule‐based’. ICES (1998) advised that since the
basic data available for deep‐water stocks are still comparatively sparse, the measures
of limit and precautionary reference points suggested for data‐poor situations by the
ICES Study Group on the Precautionary Approach to Fishery Management (Anon., 1997)
are appropriate.
Fishing mortality (F) reference points:
• Flim = F35%SPR
• Fpa = M
Biomass reference points:
• Blim = 0.2 * Bmax (may be a smoothed abundance index)
• Bpa = 0.5 * Bmax
where B is exploitable biomass, M is natural mortality rate and F35%SPR is the F
corresponding to a spawning stock biomass per recruit which is 35% of the virgin
spawning stock biomass per recruit i.e. when F = 0. Since for many stocks there are no
absolute biomass estimates available, instead ICES uses indicators of abundance e.g.
CPUE index from a research vessel survey or from commercial fishing vessels.
These indices are denoted by U, so that Ulim is an index for Blim. Thus the reference points
become:
• Ulim = 0.2 * Umax
• Upa = 0.5 * Umax
The following case‐studies: 1c Blue Ling, 2 Demersal mixed fishery in ICES Vb, VI,
and VII and 3c Black scabbardfish in IXa all included the above Ulim and Upa as
biological reference points in the compilation carried out by WP2, however none of
these reference points are actually used in management (Table1).
Case‐study 1a Namibian Orange Roughy states a precautionary reference point (B50) has
been calculate but it is not used in conjunction with a harvest control rule. Case study 3b
Red sea bream in the eastern Mediterranean reports values of MSY and Effort at MSY,
where effort‐based management is used. Although a HCR has been suggested for Case
study 4 Greenland halibut following MSE testing (Shelton & Miller, 2009), it has not been
accepted by NAFO. The remaining case‐studies did not identify any reference points.
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Table 1. Overview of current indicators, biological reference points and harvest control
rules used in each case study.
No

Case-study name

Type

Indicators

Biological
Reference
Points

Harvest Control Rule

1a

Orange roughy in
Namibia

Directed
singlespecies
fishery

Biomass

B50

None

1b

Orange roughy in
ICES VI & VII
Blue ling

CPUE

None identified
in WP2 report
ICES (1998)
see text

None

1c
2

Demersal mixed
fishery in ICES Vb,
VI & VII
Roundnose grenadier

LPUE,
mean length
Mixed demersal fishery

LPUE,
mean length
LPUE,
mean length

ICES (1998)
see text
ICES (1998)
see text

None but states precautionary approach
used in management

Greater forkbeard

LPUE,
mean length

ICES (1998)
see text

None but states precautionary approach
used in management

Portuguese dogfish and
leafsclae gulper sharks
Red sea bream in the
strait of Gilbraltar
and Bay of Biscay
Red sea bream in the
eastern
Mediterranean
Black scabbardfish in
ICES IXa
Redfish in the
Northeast Atlantic
Greenland halibut in
the NAFO area

LPUE,
mean length
Biomass
CPUE

ICES (1998)
see text
None

None but states pre-cautionary approach
used in management
None

Biomass

None

None

CPUE

ICES (1998)
see text
None

Ad-hoc HCR, but not clear if used

FMax=0.34
F0.1=0.18
(Shelton &
Miller 2009)

Change in TAC between years cannot be
more than 15% (Conservation and
Enforcement Measures, 2009). Based on
MSE (Shelton &Miller 2009) but not
been approved by NAFO.

Black scabbardfish

3a

3b

3c
4
5

None

Artisanal
fisheries

Data rich

Biomass

Data rich

Biomass

Not in use

None
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3. Current data available in Case‐Studies for Improvement of
Population Abundance Indicators
The following sections give details on the main issues identified by DEEPFISHMAN Case‐
Study Leaders for establishing indicators. In some cases, alternative approaches that
could potentially be used to improve current assessment methods have been identified.
CS1a Namibian orange roughy
All commercial CPUE indices are used in the assessments, but most fishing was done on
aggregations of Orange roughy, therefore the commercial CPUE is questionable. Acoustic
and research swept‐area indices are viewed as the main relative indication of stock size.
Improvements to Acoustic Survey biomass estimates comes from conducting
experimental research on deep‐water acoustics (e.g. target strength of orange roughy,
dead zone, etc).
CS1b orange roughy in VI and VII
Commercial CPUE time series can be used as abundance index for fish stocks. It should
however be treated carefully due to the many factors that affect how well it reflects
abundance. Orange Roughy is a species with spatial aggregating behaviour. This type of
behaviour can lead to a relatively stable CPUE even if the stock is declining. Aggregation
and high catch efficiency can lead to an overestimation of CPUE. The CPUE indices from
Irish trawlers can only be improved by obtaining more accurate catch and effort data
(e.g. from commercial vessels private logbooks). This has been impossible during last
years because of fear of being reported for misreporting.
Regular trawl surveys do not cover seamounts, which is where the main concentrations
of orange roughy occur but will not be registered. However, indices from regular deep‐
water trawl survey could be used to assess the local size of the stock and size
distributions. Acoustic surveys are difficult to carry out successfully because of the
greater depths, steep slopes, and fish aggregations that are close to the bottom. Orange
Roughy have low acoustic target strength and are therefore not easy to detect, therefore
would require significant improvements to the methodology. Survey data has not been
used for population indicators because in the trawl survey mainly juveniles are picked
up. Survey data will be further explored during the DEEPFISHMAN project.
CS1c blue ling in Vb,VI,VII and XIIb
An updated exploratory assessment for this stock was not attempted recently as the
French abundance index (used in previous assessments) need to be re‐analysed . The
vessels in the reference fleet previously used have stopped fishing. CPUE data for
Faroese trawlers in Subarea Vb must be treated with caution because there have been
shifts in species‐targetting during the time period. For example, there was a shift away
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from saithe and redfish towards deep‐water species between 1995 and 1999, and this is
reflected by a large increase in raw commercial CPUE for blue ling across these years.
Data for recent years shows evidence of a slight increase in abundance but this should
be interpreted in the context of the entire history of this stock. Previous assessments
have indicated a strong decline in stock over the period of the fishery. Availabel Faroese
survey abundance data for recent years may reflect small perturbations or possibly a
small increase from a low historical level. If abundance indices based on commercial
landings and effort data are to be used to tune assessments ideally they need to cover
the entire period of the fishery. An internationally coordinated fisheries‐independent
trawl survey of Vb, VI, VII and XIIb was put forward at WGDEEP in 2009, and formally
proposed by ICES PGNEACS to aid in the future development of abundance indices. Such
a survey would also be a platform for monitoring ecosystem indicators.
CS2 Mixed demersal trawl fishery
The LPUE indices based upon EC logbook are undermined by one main problem: several
tows possibly carried out at different depths are aggregated in one single record. EC
logbook are reported at the spatial resolution of ICES rectangles, along the slope ICES
rectangles may encompass depth from 200 to 2000 m. As most vessels carry out a mixed
activity, tows for saithe on the outer shelf by 200 m and for depth‐water species by
1500m can be carried out in the same day. Depth is the main factor for catch rate by
species (Gordon and Bergstad 1992; Lorance et al., 2010). Nevertheless, further analyses
are carried out to derive long‐term abundance indices. (See section 4).
LPUEs based upon tallybook are much more accurate than LPUE based upon EC logbook
because there are based upon fully disaggregated (haul‐by‐haul) data. The only
weakness is the time‐series is shorter and the additional of data in the future depends
upon the provision by the industry. However, the impact of this weakness will reduce
over time. With the development of electronic EC‐logbook a useful way to secure the
provision of these data would be the request EC‐logbook to be reported haul‐bay‐haul
for deep‐water fisheries.
An accurate modelling of tallybook data was developed to produce abundance indices
based upon tallybooks. The abundance index is used for the assessment of the
roundnose grenadier in ICES division Vb and XIIb and sub‐areas VI and VII. Indices are
used as indicators of abundance for blue ling and black scabbardfish. New indices are
under development using the species composition in EC‐logbooks as additional
explanatory variables. Internationally coordinated fisheries‐independent trawl survey
of Vb, VI, VII and XIIb was put forward at WGDEEP in 2009, and formally proposed by
ICES PGNEACS to aid in the future development of abundance indices. Such a survey
would also be a platform for monitoring ecosystem indicators.
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CS3a Red (blackspot) seabream in ICES IXa (Strait of Gibraltar) and ICES VIII (Bay
of Biscay)
Strait of Gibraltar

The data available to derive population abundance indicators are summarized in figure
1. The effort unit chosen (number of sales) may not be appropriate as it does not capture
all fishing effort. Part of the fishing effort may not result in sales of blackspot seabream
as no landings would be sale when no seabream is caught. This effort is denoted missing
effort and it is thought to be higher when the stock is less abundant in recent years.
Thus, the LPUE trend in the last years should be interpret with caution because it may
not reflect a real image of the resource abundance.

Figure. 1. CS3a, blackspot seabream in the Strait of Gibraltar: Time‐series of data
available for population abundance indicators and timing of tagging surveys.

There is a smaller effort series from tuning fleet data: From 2005 to 2009 a scheme of
observers on board the “voracera” fleet has been carried out. Sampling level was 5 boats
and 3 trips per month. Caught species were recorded in number (including length
distribution) to attempt XSA exploratory runs. The effort series is short and not
standardized.
VMS has been deployed since 2008. VMS data might be appropriate to estimate fishing
effort dedicated to blackspot seabream and account for effort when no catch is sold (see
above missing effort in CS). Although it may still be difficult to discriminate whether
fishing time was dedicated to blackspot seabream or to other species fishing, this might
provide time at sea in areas where seabream can be fished.
There are no fisheries‐independent surveys for this population and it is uncertain that a
survey would provide useable abundance indices. One innovative option under
consideration would be to develop a yearly tagging survey. Provided an efficient tag‐
return programme can be developed, based upon strong involvement of the fishing
sector, this would allow to derive absolute F and biomass estimates. Four tagging survey
were already carried out in 2001‐2006 (Figure 1).
Bay of Biscay

Only the time series of landings is currently used (see also Lorance, 2011).
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CS3b Red (blackspot) seabream in the eastern Mediterranean
Estimated landings per unit of effort (LPUE) are nominal values and not standardized
indices, derived as kg per Days at Sea. In the LPUE’s, unreported landings as well as
discard ratios are difficult to estimate, and biases are expected to be present in these
indices. Currently, no assessment is carried on the stock based on such data. In order to
improve these indices for use in future assessments the sampling scheme must be
altered. To date the sampling scheme focuses on observers by major fisheries (coastal,
trawlers, purse seiners etc.). Coastal fisheries include numerous gear types (trammel
nets, gillnets, bottom longlines, traps, pots etc), and métiers which pass un‐monitored
and un‐reported. Improvements can be achieved by collecting data on a metier scale,
and especially the metiers targeting P. bogaraveo.
Blackspot seabream in the eastern Mediterranean is sampled by a number of surveys.
These survey data were not used in assessments for the following reasons:
MEDITS: Lack of age data.
INTERREG: Limited time series, absence of age data
RESHIO: Limited time series, absence of age data
DEEPFISHERY: Limited time series
IMASFish: Limited time series, absence of age data
EU-046: Limited time series
Strengths and weakness of each survey are identified below. Only Medits provides a
time‐series.
MEDITS: Strength: Multi‐annual series of data concerning size structure, sex and
maturity of the populations. Weakness: The specific bottom trawl gear, catches mainly
small individuals of P. bogaraveo, it lacks age estimations and since sampling is carried
out only in summer, it cannot give reliable estimations of size at maturity.
INTERREG: Weakness: Limited time series, P. bogaraveo was not the target species.
RESHIO:
Weakness: Limited time series, P. bogaraveo was not the target species.
IMAS Fish: Weakness: Designed to study the selectivity pattern of the fleets. Limited
time series, P. bogaraveo was not the target species.
EU‐046:
Strength:The project was designed for P. bogaraveo.
Weakness: Limited time series (only 1 year – no annual cycle).
CS3c Black scabbardfish in IX
Standardised LPUE from commercial longliners are the only available sources of
information and due to that they have been used for assessment purposes. An
independent index might be available if the surveys proposed by ICES PGNEACS
(Planning Group on Northeast Atlantic Continental Slope Survey) now WGNEACS will be
financed by DG MARE. There is no fisheries independent survey. However during 2009
the Planning Group on Northeast Atlantic Continental Slope Survey (PGNEACS) met to
review the proposal for an international coordinated survey on slope and deep‐water
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areas of the NE Atlantic. In that meeting survey needs were reassessed and the main
deepwater fish resources in the northeast Atlantic reviewed. Their spatial extent and
exploitation patterns were summarized and the necessary survey attributes to produce
advice on single stocks of commercial species, non‐target species and advice on the
impact of fishing on the deepwater ecosystem were identified.
CS4 Oceanic redfish in the NE Atlantic
Irminger Sea

It is not known to what extent CPUE reflect changes in the stock status of pelagic S.
mentella. The fishery is focusing on aggregations. Therefore, CPUE series might no
indicate or reflect actual trends in stock size The indices can be improved if all nations
record the depth of the catches. The survey has limited spatial coverage. Only the adult
parts of the stocks are surveyed. More vessels (at least 4) should participate in the
survey. More trawl stations could be taken and the distance between the survey tracks
could be decreased.
Sub‐areas I and II

There have been changes in fleet efficiency over time. In recent years and due to
regulations the CPUE may rather represent fish densities than development of stock
(ICES, 2003). For recent years, with no directed demersal fishery, it might be possible to
analyse bycatch CPUEs. These may describe the stock situation better than directed
fisheries on fish aggregations. However, such analysis will require careful consideration
of the sampling/observation effects on the CPUEs data.
A number of surveys are available to provide some data on the stock (Table 2). No
survey covers the entire stock area as they have a limited spatial coverage, so that a
combination of surveys and an international coordination is needed to monitor the
stock. The surveys are particularly important because the restrictions on the fishery
(mostly a bycatch fishery, except in the international waters) make commercial data
little informative. The 0‐group and ecosystem surveys (Table 2, surveys 5b and 5a) are
critical for monitoring recruitment of redfish. They cover most of the distributional area
of juveniles. If such surveys are maintained (or even better, extended to the North and
east of Svalbard), the winter survey (Table 2, survey 1) is a lower priority, as it provides
similar information on a more restricted geographical region (due to ice coverage in the
north). The combination of the summer continental slope groundfish survey (Table 2,
survey 6) and the Norwegian Sea pelagic survey (Table 2, survey 4) allows for the
coverage of the adult population during summer. The groundfish survey along the
continental slope in spring covers the time of larval extrusion and probably most of the
spatial distribution of adults at that time of the year, but this has not benefited from
many years of experience and a time series would need to be built.
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Table 2. Scientific surveys relevant to redfish in ICES sub‐areas I and II.
Survey
1. Barents Sea
Winter groundfish
survey
2. Continental
slope spring
groundfish survey
3. Norwegian part
of international
PGNAPES survey
4. International
redfish pelagic
survey in the
Norwegian Sea
5a. Barents Sea
ecosystem survey
5b. Barents Sea 0group survey
6. Continental
slope summer
groundfish survey
7. Continental
slope autumn
groundfish survey
8. Barents Sea
autumn survey

Country

RV or
Method
Time of
commercial
year
Norway
RV
Demersal/Pelagic
Feb-Mar
and Russia
trawl and acoustics

Frequency
& duration
Every year

Time-series
available
1986-

Norway

Commercial Demersal/Pelagic
Mar-Apr
trawl and acoustics

One-off

2009

Norway

RV

May

Every year

Data analysed
for 2007-2009

NorwayRussiaFaroes

Commercial Pelagic trawl,
acoustics

Jul-Aug

Variable

NorwayRussia
NorwayRussia
Norway

RV

2007-2009
(only 2008
with three
vessels)
1996-2008

Commercial Demersal trawl

Aug

Every year

(1965) 1980 2008
1994-2008

Norway

Commercial Demersal trawl

Nov

One-off

2008

Russia

RV

Every year

1978-2008

RV

Pelagic trawl and
acoustics

Demersal/Pelagic
Aug-Sep
trawl and acoustics
Pelagic trawl
Aug-Sep

Demersal/Pelagic
Oct-Dec
trawl and acoustics

Every year
Every year

CS5 NAFO Greenland halibut
NAFO STACFIS previously recognized that trends in commercial catch per unit effort for
Greenland halibut in SA 2 + Div. 3KLMNO should not be used as indices of the trends in
the stock (Scientific Council Meeting 2004). "It is possible that by concentration of effort
and/or concentration of Greenland halibut, commercial catch rates may remain stable or
even increase as the stock declines.” Different fleet apply different models to standardise
the CPUE information. It would be good to develop a single model for all fleets. One way
to improve the standardisation is to account for interactions between year and space.
Some progress was made in this direction by Brandão et al. 2009. CPUE data for the
Canadian, Portugese and Spanish fleets are standardised using GLMs with an
overdispersed Poisson error structure, and allowing for finer spatial stratification than
the Division level to correct for possible redistribution of fishing towards higher density
areas. Results for standardisations without year‐interactions do show the recent
increases evident in the nominal CPUE data; these results are independent of the extent
of spatial stratification, and are broadly compatible with previous standardisation
exercises, except for showing a higher rate of recent increase in the Canadian case.
However, the introduction of either Division or depth interaction terms with year in the
standardisation does reduce the extent of the recent rate of increase. The Canadian
Autumn Survey in recent years has had spatial coverage problems and due to these
problems the indices used in the assessment is only 2J3K information. The Canadian
Spring Survey only cover to 700 m depth, and this is a problem for the Greenland
Halibut stock because the most important depth distribution is between 700‐1300 m.
The UE Flemish Cap Survey cover since 2004 depth to 1400 meters. The assessment
12

only use the information to 700 m and probably this causes some problems in the
assessment. The Spanish 3NO and 3L Surveys have not been used in the assessment and
it would be useful be study how this information might be used in future assessments
although these surveys have spatial cover problems for the Greenland Halibut Stock.
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4. New methods currently being developed in Case‐Studies
Abundance indices
Abundance indices based upon tallybooks have been developed for three species in CS2
(Lorance et al., 2010, See Appendix I). Tallybooks provide abundance indices from 2000.
In order to obtain time‐series going further back in time, two options are under
development.
Option 1: Use of the species composition as explanatory factor for LPUE
The objective is to use tallybook to analyse if the species composition can be used as
explanatory factor for the LPUE of one species and to compare the explanatory power of
depth and species composition. Depending on the results for tallybooks, species
composition could be used as explanatory factor in EC logbook data. This is under
development as part of DEEPFISHMAN and preliminary work was presented at ICES ASC
2010 (Baulier et al., 2010).
Option 2: Use of corrected commercial LPUE
In the past single species indices derived from EC logbook were estimated using a
reference fleet and aggregated catch and effort data per month in three zones: ICES
division Vb and Subareas VI and VII using a simple model (Lorance and Dupouy, 2001).
This approach is no longer operational because the fleet composition has changed, with
all vessel used in the reference fleet in the 1990s being now decommissioned. Further,
this reference fleet used to carry out and almost exclusive deep‐water fishing activity
while vessels now fish for both deep‐water and shelf species during most fishing trips.
As part of DEEPFISHMAN fishing trips from French vessels with landings of deep‐water
species were retrieved over the period 1983‐2010. As formerly described, before 1983
only blue ling was landed (Charuau et al., 1995). The consistency of catch and effort data
were investigated and a number of inconsistencies were detected and corrected. A GAM
model was developed and allowed to estimate a new LPUE time‐series. The time series
for blue ling was used in the 2011 ICES assessment and the time‐series for black
scabbardfish is being used as input into a Bayesian model of state‐space population
dynamic for black scabbardfish.
Yield‐per‐recruit analysis
A review paper on the history and dynamics of the overexploitation of the blackspot sea
bream (Pagellus bogaraveo) in the Bay of Biscay was finalised, it includes an analysis of
the effect of fishing on blackspot sea bream (Lorance, 2011, Annexe 2). Using a yield‐
per‐recruit model and dynamic modelling, this study suggests that the biomass of fecund
female of this protandric species is reduced to less than 20% of the virgin biomass for a
fishing mortality around 0.2 if individuals are not exposed to fishing mortality before, at
least, age 4 (Figure 2). Such an F level is likely to have been exceeded as the species used
to be exploited on the Bay of Biscay shelf where fishing mortalities since the 1980s have
been typically over 0.2 for target species and fish of age 4 and younger used to be
significantly exploited. So that of fishing mortality over 0.2 and an age at recruitment to
the fishery younger than 4 (probably rather age 2 with some catch from age 1) was the
14

most likely situation. The Lorance (2011) paper also contributes to work being carried
out in WP4 and WP2.

Figure 2. Results of the yield‐per‐recruit model from Lorance (2011). Catch in (a)
numbers and (b) weight for 1000 recruits. (c) Total stock numbers, (d) total‐stock
biomass, (e) biomass of fecund females (BFF), and (f) fecundity as a percentage of an
unexploited red sea bream stock with M ¼ 0.2, F ¼ 0.2, and fishing mortality starting
from ages 1, 4, 8, and 12.
Symbolic analysis of joint time trends in multiple indicators
Trend‐based approaches for management decisions including the use of harvest control
rules rely heavily on the methods used to detect temporal changes. A novel likelihood
based method for simultaneously comparing time trends in multiple variables estimated
with uncertainty was developed (Trenkel & Lorance, 2010; Annexe 3). The method
allows to determine the evidence in the data for a given joint time trend scenario taking
account of estimation uncertainty, e.g. whether indicator trends are the same in different
areas. The time trends are defined in qualitative terms as increasing, stable or
decreasing. Generalised additive models fitted under monotonicity constraints are used
to calculate the likelihood of a given time trend for each indicator. The likelihood of a
joint time trend is then the product of likelihoods for the set of indicator. The method
was applied for the case of population indices of two deep‐water species, blue ling and
roundnose grenadier. The questions investigated were: Did population time trends in
different areas change in the same direction? Did the two species in the same area
changed in the same direction indicating a common fisheries effect? Application of the
method showed that for blue ling there was very strong evidence for simultaneous lack
of change in the five investigated sub‐areas. In contrast, for grenadier the evidence in
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favour of similar decreasing time trends in all sub‐areas was strong. Comparison within
areas between species showed that the two species had different time trends in all sub‐
areas.
Multi‐Year Catch Curve model (MYCC)
A Multi‐Year Catch Curve model (MYCC) for estimating annual values of total mortality
(Z) and recruitment from proportions‐at‐age and total catches was developed. Although
the work in this area is preliminary, the model and results were presented in ICES
expert groups and used as additional information to diagnose the state of the stock of
roundnose grenadier in ICES Divisions Vb and XIIb and Subareas VI and VII in 2011. This
modelling approach allows estimating the total mortality per year under some
assumptions based upon the age distribution over time. For the studied stock of
roundnose grenadier, available length distributions of the landings go back in time to
1992, i.e. the presumed early time of the fishery in ICES Division Vb and Subareas VI and
VII. Therefore the total mortality estimated for the early years of the time series
corresponds to the natural mortality. Following the presentation of the model at ICES in
2010, this method is recommended to be used for assessment of the stock of roundnose
grenadier in addition to a Bayesian Surplus Production model (ICES, 2010a,b).
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The results for roundnose grenadier indicatedthat since the beginning of the time‐series,
total morality Z increased and peaked at a high level in 2003‐2005 (Figure 3).
Afterwards, Z declined toward lower levels, close to those from 1990. Work is underway
in DEEPFISHMAN to develop reference points for Z using the yield‐per‐recruit analysis
and then to apply the harvest control rule proposed by Wayte et al. (2010).
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Figure 3. Time series of total mortality Z and relative stock abundance estimated from
the MYCC model run on catch‐at‐age matrix estimated for international landings of
roundnose grenadier in ICES DivisionVb and Subareas VI and VII. Grey areas indicate
95% confidence bands.
Spatial Indicators of ecological and exploitation status
A methodology is being developed for examining the changes in the area of fishing by
French mixed species deep sea trawlers over an 18 year period, using returns on
landings (used as a surrogate for catches as discards are low for these species) and
effort by ICES rectangle. The species involved are blue ling, orange roughy , black
scabbardfish, roundnose grenadier and 4 shark species combined. The data were
examined for changes in the spatial extent of the catches and the exploited stock as
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estimated by LPUE. The methodology we developed used ellipse fitting by minimisation,
to fit a bounding ratio for contours at 25%, 50%, 75% and 90% of the catch or stock.
The temporal changes of the blue ling catch areas as identified by the ellipse fitting are
shown in fig. 4. This is a species that has shown considerable change in fishing location
and extent over time. These changes in catches need to be integrated with changes in
fishing effort to be interpretable.

Figure 4. Density map of annual blue ling catches with 50%, 75% and 90% contours for
area Northern area of catch data.
The area analysis methodology would best be seen as an adjunct to other stock analysis
methods in cases where there is no fisheries independent data, and can be used as an
indicator of species stress in cases where other measures such as CPUE / LPUE are
insensitive. On the other hand it may also be indicative of changes in fishing habit such
as selectivity for one species over another showing a change in catch area compared to
overall effort.
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Harvest controls rules in a spatially explicit mixed fisheries
Development is underway of a multispecies, spatially explicit model to evaluate
harvesting strategies applicable to the deep‐water mixed fishery in ICES sub‐areas V‐VII.
The model builds in the spatial and time dynamics of five deepwater and demersal
species (blue ling, roundnose grenadier, black scabbardfish, deepwater sharks, saithe),
two French fleets (trawlers above 40 m targeting saithe and deepwater species, trawlers
below 40 m by‐catching saithe and deepwater species), and management (throughout a
selection of Harvest Control Rules – HCR). The ISIS‐Fish mixed fisheries modelling
platform has been used to parameterise the base biological model, and complementary
modules have been programmed using the Java Script language.
The biological model is age‐structured for saithe and blue ling, and includes spawning
migrations for the latter. The stock dynamics of roundnose grenadier, black
scabbardfish and deepwater sharks have been simulated through a simple production
model.
Fleet dynamics have been simulated by both adapting the overall amount of fishing
effort to fishing possibilities (entry/exit model), and allocating fishing effort across
spatially‐defined métiers (discrete choice model). The determinant of effort allocation is
an a‐weighted combination of economic opportunities (estimated by the expected Value
per Unit of Effort by métier) and traditions. Different values of a have been tested,
ranging between 0 (static or fully traditional fishing behaviour) and 1 (fully flexible
fishing behaviour).
Two HCR are being considered and tested. The first HCR (HCR1), which has now been
completed, assumes that absolute stock numbers and fishing mortality are available for
all stocks. At present, those estimates equate the actual F and N figures derived from the
model, but will in the future be drawn from simulated stock assessment modules
developed by Imperial College. An MSY‐based TAC is calculated for each species, so that:
-

F = FMSY if B > BMSY
F = FMSY*(B – Blim)/(BMSY – Blim), if Blim< B < BMSY where Blim = 10%B0
F = 0 if B <Blim

Another HCR (HCR2) is currently being developed. This HCR does not require a full
stock assessment (data‐poor situation), and it builds on CPUE levels only (empirical
trend‐based approach). Several CPUE time series are calculated with different métier‐
and/or season‐based filters. These CPUE series will then be used as stock abundance
indices and trigger management action (TAC) in HCR2.
Performance testing of population and community levels indicators, biological
reference points and harvest control rules
A dynamical model of deep sea fish communities located on the Northeast Atlantic
continental slope is being developed to evaluate the performance of population and
community‐level indicators to support an ecosystem‐based approach to fisheries
management in the deep‐sea (Fig. 5). Both complex and simple models have been
18

parameterised for deep‐water fish species using information that was compiled on life‐
history traits and size‐structured feeding and data from the French mixed trawl fishery
as part of DEEPFISHMAN. Similar novel modelling frameworks have been developed
and applied to the North Sea (Blanchard et al. in prep) based on an extension of the trait
and size‐based model of Andersen & Pedersen (2010). The modelling approach is being
used for the purpose of testing and developing a range of population and community
level indicators (e.g. abundance, mean size, mean maximum size) being proposed as part
of the Marine Strategy Framework Directive. Validation with survey data is currently
being carried out as part of work under WP6 Biodiversity. It is also being used to
establish reference points for indicators and to test the performance of indicators under
a range of size‐ and species selective harvesting strategies and consideration of the
trade‐offs required to meet both fisheries management (MSY) and conservation
objectives (Good Environmental Status).

Figure 5. Body size distributions from the preliminary deep sea multi‐species size
spectrum models for use in evaluating indicators. Left: Complex modelparameterised for
49 species.Right:Simpler model parameterised for 9 species comprising 90% of the total
biomass of all surveyed species in the West of Scotland across a depth band of 1000‐
1400 metres.
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5. Conclusions and Future Work
Currently very little exists in terms of formal indicators being used in combinations with
biological reference points and harvest control rules in the case studies. This is mainly
due to the uncertainty and poor quality data associated with the indicators derived from
stock assessments or CPUE indices. Developing indicators, reference levels and harvest
control rules for improved management of deep‐sea and data‐poor stocks is very
challenging but the approaches being developed will make better use of the limited data
that do exist as well as taking a broader indicator/ecosystem based view into account.
Continued development of the above approaches will help to build a wider range of tools
to be considered for use within case studies as well as evaluation of whether they can be
applied more widely (across case‐studies). A crucial aspect of this is the robustness and
quantitative strength and weakness of alternative approaches. Future work will involve
performance testing and evaluation of harvest and overall management strategies. A
promising approach is the development of a framework for producing generic HCRs that
could be applied given certain life‐history traits combined with types of fisheries and
stock condition. This includes the development of a data‐poor simulator, and may
provide a way forward for data‐poor stocks, until data are available to enable more
detailed analysis.
Additionally, it may be possible to introduce various socio‐economic indicators that can
be used to analyse the effects of changes in management. As pointed out by Gasalla et al.
(2010), such indicators are though frequently missing in integrative studies of ocean
ecosystems. One of the reasons is the fact that there exists no general consensus on how
to quantify the economic and social consequences of management strategies. Not
because the methods for such analysis do not exist, but rather because of the reluctance
of management authorities to accept the utilisation of such indicators (Brinson et al.,
2006). Defining indicators that stakeholders accept and could be used across case
studies, as well as in other instances, could therefore be of significant importance.
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Introduction
Accurate assessments are crucial to fishery management, but
assessments of deep-water stocks in European waters have been
mostly exploratory (Basson et al., 2002; ICES, 2008). Limitations
to accurate assessment are the lack of data on deep-water fish
populations globally, including basic knowledge of biological parameters and spatial distributions. Stock management units are
delineated either based upon hypothetical considerations or
upon the distribution of fisheries, and they may not correspond
to biological populations. Fishery statistics are not always reported
at a sufficient spatial resolution for deep-water species. Although
depth is a strong structuring factor for abundance distributions
and one single statistical rectangle often encompasses depths
from 200 to 2000 m (Figure 1a), haul depth is not reported in
EC logbooks and cannot be taken into account in standard landings per unit effort (lpue). Therefore, lpue values based upon EC
logbook data should be considered as crude at best, usually.
Nevertheless, they are often used as a basis for assessment and
advice because more detailed data are generally not available.
For blue ling (Molva dypterygia), there is no agreed scheme for
age estimation, so annual age –length keys are not collected routinely. Nevertheless, the species is thought to recruit to the fishery
at an age of 6 – 8 years and to have a growth rate and natural mortality similar to typical gadoid species such as cod (Gadus morhua)
or saithe (Pollachius virens; Ehrich and Reinsch, 1985; Moguedet,
1988; Magnússon and Magnússon, 1995; Magnussen, 2007). Blue
# 2010

ling seasonally aggregate to spawn between March and May, and
they are considered to be mainly scattered during the rest of the
year (Large et al., 2010). ICES Division Vb and Subareas VI and
VII are assumed to be a stock unit for assessment purposes, but
there is insufficient information to evaluate the stock structure
(ICES, 2007). Blue ling have been fished to the west of the British
Isles from 1973 and possibly earlier. Although no archive of landings by ICES Areas before the 1970s exists, earlier landings have
been reported by Norway and Germany, aggregated at the scale of
the Northeast Atlantic. From 1950 to 1970, 5000 t of blue ling
were landed annually (FAO fisheries catch statistics, http://www
.fao.org/fishery/statistics/en). In those early years, Norwegian
catches were mainly bycatch from longliners targeting ling
(Molva molva) and tusk (Brosme brosme), and an unknown part
of the catch was from the northern North Sea and Norwegian Sea
(Bergstad and Hareide, 1996). The distribution of German
catches is also unknown, but the organization of exploratory
research cruises for new fishing grounds to the west of the British
Isles from the mid-1970s (Ehrich, 1983) suggests that these
grounds were not fished previously and that German catches of
blue ling came from the North Sea and Norwegian Sea.
In the 1970s, landings of blue ling from the Faroe Plateau, the
slopes of the Rockall Trough, Rockall, and Hatton Bank (ICES
Divisions Vb and Subareas VI and VII) increased sharply. Those
areas have remained the main area where blue ling have been targeted since then (ICES, 2009), and the French fleet landed more
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Haul-by-haul data derived from skippers’ personal logbooks, from the French deep-water ﬁshery to the west of the British Isles, were
used to calculate standardized blue ling (Molva dypterygia) landings per unit effort (lpue) for the period 2000 – 2008. Lpue values were
estimated using generalized additive models with depth, vessel, statistical rectangle, area, and year as explanatory variables. Because of
their statistical distribution, landings were modelled by a Tweedie distribution, which allows datasets to contain many zeros. To investigate how to track stock trends reliably, lpue values were estimated in ﬁve areas for different subsets of the data. The subsets consisted
of hauls during the spawning season (when blue ling aggregate), outside the spawning season, and hauls in which blue ling was only a
bycatch. The results suggest that blue ling lpue values have been stable over the period 2000 – 2008, and that the declining trend
previously observed for the stock has been halted. This ﬁnding is consistent with stable mean lengths in the landings during the
same period. The study demonstrates the greater suitability of haul-by-haul data than EC logbook data for deriving abundance
indices for deep-water stocks.
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than half the total. Up to the late 1980s, the main species in the
French landings from these areas were shelf gadoids, primarily
saithe, but then French trawlers started to exploit mid-slope
species at greater depth (Figure 2; Charuau et al., 1995).
Blue ling lpue values derived from aggregated EC logbook data of
the French fishing fleet displayed a declining trend from 1985 to
about 1995, but then stabilized (Figure 3a). These lpue values were
based upon an aggregated catch and effort by month and ICES
Division for several fleets (Lorance and Dupouy, 2001). Although
there is no doubt that blue ling and other gadoid abundance declined
in the 1980s and that this was a reason for French vessels to move to
other resources (Charuau et al., 1995), there are several issues regarding the appropriateness of EC logbook data for calculating blue ling
lpue. These issues are (i) changing fishing strategies, (ii) inaccurate
effort data, and (iii) lack of information on haul depth.
Fishing strategies changed in the 1990s as fishing in deeper water
developed, and might have changed again in the 2000s in response to

Figure 2. Landings from French trawlers (freezer-trawlers excluded)
in ICES Subareas V– VII from 1983 to 2007.

the introduction of management measures for deep-water fisheries.
In the 1980s, the fishery was mainly operating on aggregations, and
was particularly active during the spawning season. When the exploitation of other deep-water species started, in the early 1990s, trawlers
moved to deeper water, some blue ling fishing grounds were no
longer exploited and, in addition to being a target species, blue
ling also became a bycatch of fishing operations for mid-slope
species. The catch then became much less seasonal (Lorance and
Dupouy, 2001). From 1995 deep-water fishing effort was regulated
[Council regulation (EC) No 2027/95], and a licensing system was
introduced in 2003 [Council regulation (EC) No 2347/2002].
Total allowable catches (TACs) for blue ling in ICES Division Vb
and Subareas VI and VII were introduced in 2003, then reduced in
2005, 2007, and 2008. Additionally, technical measures were introduced and fishing companies also set some rules for their vessels
to comply with annual quotas. From 2007, landings by EU vessels
were limited to 25 t per fishing trip [Council regulation (EC) No
2015/2006]. One of the fishing companies reduced the landings
per trip further, to 20 t in 2006 and 2007, and to 15 t in 2008, to
avoid quota overrun (in relation to the decreasing TAC).
Effort data in EC logbooks might be less reliable than catch
data, because an accurate effort reporting would require explicit
guidelines whereas catch reporting is more straightforward.
Reporting rules may have varied between skippers and over
time. For example, because of the long shooting and hauling
times, there are significant differences between the total time of
one haul and the time during which the trawl is in contact with
the seabed. In addition, French fishery statistics effort by day
was often reported to be 24 h, i.e. including steaming time.
Fishing depth is not available from EC logbooks, although it is a
major explanatory factor for blue ling catches (Ehrich, 1983;
Gordon and Duncan, 1985). The average fishing depth increased
when exploitation of roundnose grenadier (Coryphaenoides rupestris) and other mid-slope species started, then varied over time
(Pawlowski and Lorance, 2009).
Collaboration with the fishing industry has led to the use of
data from skippers’ personal logbooks (tallybooks) for deriving
standardized lpue (Dobby et al., 2008). A partnership between
the French fishing industry involved in the deep-water fishery
and the research and advisory establishment (Ifremer) was
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Figure 1. (a) Reference areas (statistical rectangles) used to calculate French lpue for blue ling and (b) the number of hauls per area in the full
dataset. Dark grey, new grounds in ICES Subarea V (new5); light grey, new grounds in Subarea VI (new6); red brown, others in Subarea VI
(other6); purple, edge in VI (edge6); blue, reference in Subarea V (ref5); pink, all grounds in Subarea VII (ref7). Depth contours are for 200,
1000, and 2000 m.
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Figure 3. (a) Blue ling lpue values for French trawlers ﬁshing in ICES Division Vb and Subareas VI and VII, from EC logbook data. Dotted line,
all vessels; dashed line, reference ﬂeet of large high-sea trawlers; solid line, directed lpue of the reference ﬂeet (landings for ﬁshing trips where
blue ling represents .10% of total landings). Redrawn from ICES (2008). (b) Annual mean length of French landings of blue ling, 1985 – 2008.

Material and methods
Data
The deep-water tallybook (DWTB) database contains information
on hauls and vessel characteristics from 30 French deep-water
trawlers operating in the Northeast Atlantic during the period
1992–2008 (Figure 4). The data come from volunteer vessels,

which provided information for all hauls during a given period.
For each haul location, the mean fishing depth, effort (haul duration), and landings (weight) by species were reported. For our
purpose, location was aggregated to statistical rectangle. Vessels
were identified with a numerical code, and engine power was
also available. There were fewer hauls in the DWTB database for
years before 2000 (Figure 1b), because the participation of
vessels varied over time and the fleet composition changed as a
consequence of decommissioning, vessels moving to other fisheries, and construction of new vessels. The modelling was
restricted therefore to the years 2000–2008, to allow the area
and vessel effects to be estimated; before 2000, data were primarily
available for area edge 6 (Figure 1b), and no vessel participated
throughout the whole period (Figure 4).
Several data subsets were created for the analysis. The full
dataset contains 14 191 hauls with haul duration between 30 and
600 min and haul depth between 200 and 1100 m. The spawn
subset consisted of hauls during the spawning season (when blue
ling aggregate, March –May, n ¼ 3761). The rest (for resting)
subset consisted of hauls outside the spawning season (so
March–May were excluded, n ¼ 10 430). Finally, several blue
ling bycatch data subsets were created by selecting hauls where
blue ling was not a target species, corresponding to hauls with
less than 20, 30, 40, or 50% of total landings attributable to blue
ling (n ¼ 11 119 for the 50% threshold).
Fishing area definition was based on ICES (2006), in which
reference fishing grounds exploited since the 1990s were defined
in ICES Subareas V, VI, and VII (ref5, ref6, and ref7, respectively),

Figure 4. Number of hauls in tallybooks by (left) vessel (range 2– 756 hauls) and (right) vessel power category (range: 9 – 2424 hauls).
Grey scale from low (light) to high (dark) numbers.
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initiated in 2001. The industry created a database with landings per
species and haul information, including the fishing depth of a
panel of volunteer trawlers since the late 1990s. Moreover, some
skippers’ personal logbooks have been retrieved back to 1992, so
a database from 1992 to 2008 (first half) was available to us.
Preliminary analysis showed that several ecological and
fishing-strategy-related factors had an effect on deep-water fish
lpue (ICES, 2009). Compared with the survey data obtained
from a standardized sampling design, commercial fishing data
suffer from being obtained by preferential sampling, i.e. sampling
locations and the process of interest are not independent (Diggle
et al., 2010). In that case, design-based abundance estimators
cannot be used, and modelling has to be used to control for the
various factors.
Here, statistical modelling was carried out to calculate the standardized blue ling lpue. Generalized additive models (GAMs) were
fitted to extract the main factors and to identify trends over time
assuming a Tweedie distribution (see below), which has already
been used to model the lpue of yellowfin tuna (Thunnus albacares)
and silky shark (Carcharhinus falciformis; Shono, 2008), and
Patagonian toothfish (Dissostichus eleginoides; Candy, 2004).
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and new fishing grounds exploited in the 2000s were defined in
Subareas V and VI (new5 and new6, respectively). Additionally,
ref6 was further split between statistical rectangles from the
slope to the west of Scotland, along the Rockall Trough, here
referred to as edge6, and other rectangles, referred to here as
other6 (Figure 1a). The number of hauls per fishing area for the
full dataset is shown in Figure 1b. Most hauls in the DWTB database come from the edge6 area.

Other indicators of population dynamics
In some situations, lpue values may not track the actual stock
abundance trend. Therefore, other indicators need to be used to
complement the diagnostics derived from lpue. Mean length is
one such indicator, the changes of which are caused by variations
in fishing mortality, recruitment, and growth (Trenkel et al., 2007).
The consistency of trends in lpue and mean length of the landings
was checked.

Modelling

log(E[landings]) = s(haul duration) + s(depth) + vessel.id
+ rectangle + year : Area,

(1)

where E[.] denotes the expected value, s(.) indicates a smooth nonlinear function (cubic regression spline), vessel.id the vessel identity, and year : area is an interaction term. All models were fitted
assuming a Tweedie distribution of the dependent variable with
a log-link function, using the mgcv package in R (Wood, 2006).
The Tweedie distribution has mean m and variance wmp, where
w is a dispersion parameter and p is called the index. As we used
a Poisson–Gamma compound distribution, 1 , p , 2, the
index p could not be estimated simultaneously with the model
parameters, so a detailed study was carried out for the bycatch
subset. Subsequently, p ¼ 1.3 was fixed for all analyses. Model fit
and assumptions were judged by visual inspection of residual
plots.
To obtain predictions on the scale of the landings (not the
log-scale) for each area and year, predictions were carried out
for a given rectangle in the first month of the data subset
(January or March), a haul duration of 300 min at 700 m
depth, and a vessel that fished in most areas and during the
whole study period. Given this selection, model predictions
in each area were relative, not absolute, so for each area, the
annual lpue estimates were standardized by dividing them by
the predicted value for the first year. Confidence intervals
for these predictions were obtained assuming normal
distributions.

Results
For the DWTB database to represent the area exploited by the
fishery, there should be data available for all rectangles in which
blue ling were caught. The five areas for which we estimated standardized lpue (see below) totalled 50 rectangles. According to EC
logbooks, the number of rectangles in which blue ling was caught
by French trawlers in the years 2000–2008 ranged from 36 to 49.
Tallybook data were available for 80 –100% of those rectangles,
except the year 2000, for which only 75% of rectangles were
represented in the DWTB database. The DWTB included
hauls in ICES rectangles where blue ling was not caught, in particular along the slope southwest of Ireland. The area where
blue ling was caught remained the same (Figure 5; not all years
shown).

Raw tallybook indices
Raw averages of catch rates may be misleading because blue
ling are found only within a certain depth range, and probably
within other habitat ranges more restricted than those fished by
high-sea trawlers. Separate estimation of the proportion of
hauls with blue ling (positive hauls) and the catch rate in positive hauls may provide a better representation of blue ling
abundance in its habitat. The proportion of positive hauls displayed similar trends for the full, rest, and bycatch datasets
(Figure 6). In particular, area edge6 showed an increasing proportion of hauls catching blue ling, from 20% in 1993 to
80% in the years 2006–2008. The trend was mainly stable,
but it increased slightly in area other6 for the spawn and
bycatch datasets. There was no trend in the new grounds in
V and VI (new5 and new6), where the proportion of hauls
with blue ling has been close to unity in all years. The trend
observed in area ref7 may not be reliable because it is based
upon a small number of hauls. The proportion of positive
hauls during the spawning season (Figure 6c, left) was high,
and virtually stable over time.
The highest raw lpue values for positive hauls (Figure 6, right)
were in new fishing grounds (new5, new6) in some of the years.
Interannual variations were large in those areas, probably as a
result of the small number of hauls in some years. Raw positive
lpue values showed increasing trends in area edge6 for the full
and rest datasets, but no clear trend for the spawn and bycatch
data subsets. Bycatch lpue values were much lower than for any
other data subset. The bycatch data subset includes roughly half
of the total number of hauls of the full dataset, and more than
the spawn subset. High bycatch lpue observed in new5 and new6
should be regarded with caution owing to small haul numbers
in that year. In other6, the 2007 value was the highest in the timeseries (1992–2008) and was derived from .500 hauls. There was
no clear trend for any other area/dataset.
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Data on landings or catches are often characterized by a large
number of zero observations (Maunder and Punt, 2004), and a
common way to handle this problem in standardization is to
use the delta-approach in which presence– absence and quantity
when present are modelled separately (Stefánsson, 1996). Zero
and non-zero observations can be modelled together, but this
approach has been used less frequently. In certain cases, the
Poisson distribution (Dobby et al., 2008) or the inflated
Poisson is an option (Maunder and Punt, 2004). The
Tweedie distribution offers a family of distributions with the
Poisson distribution as a special case and Poisson–Gamma
mixtures as another. In the latter case, it has a positive mass
at zero and a continuous Gamma distribution for positive
values.
For the creation of lpue indices per area, GAMs were fitted to
the blue ling landings per haul for each data subset. All models
included (i) a smooth term of haul duration, (ii) an interaction
for year and area (i.e. a different year effect was fitted per area
with no general year or area effect), (iii) depth as a smooth function, (iv) a factor for vessel identity, and (v) a factor for statistical
rectangle.
The models had the form
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Standardized lpue
Standardized lpue could not be estimated for area ref7, because of
the small number of hauls. In the five other areas, all explanatory
factors were significant (p , 0.001) for the full dataset, and all
subsets and models explained 50% of the deviance in all cases.
Landings increased nearly linearly with haul duration, generally
increasing with depth down to about 350 m, then fluctuated
without trend (results not shown). Residual diagnostics showed
that all model fits were satisfactory.
Predicted trends in standardized lpue varied over datasets and
areas (Figure 7a–d). The full and rest datasets displayed similar
patterns over time, with peaks and troughs in predicted lpue in
the same years. The spawn and rest data subsets are nonoverlapping, and together make up the full dataset. As there
were more hauls in the rest subset, the trend for the full data
was mainly driven by hauls from the rest subset. Hence, the similarity between the predictions of the two datasets is unsurprising.
The spawn and the bycatch subsets had similar time-trends to the
other two datasets for areas new5 and other6, and somewhat distinct trends for the other three areas. The bycatch subset showed
stability over time in areas edge6, other 6, and ref5, and an increasing trend in new5 and new6.
In area edge6, there was no clear trend over time in the rest and
bycatch subsets, whereas declining trends with time were apparent
from the spawn and full datasets. In area new5, the full dataset and
all subsets showed a more or less steady increase after the lowest
values, in 2001. In contrast, in area new6, the four sets showed
different patterns. The predictions were more consistent for area
other6, with high levels in 2000 and 2003 and a low level in
2002, but overall there was no clear trend. In area ref5, the predicted lpue values had wide confidence intervals during the
spawning season, owing to the small number of hauls. For the
other datasets, there were no clear trends in predictions over time.

Overall, the results suggested an increasing trend in lpue in area
new5 over the period 2000–2008, and no clear trends in the other
areas. The trends from the spawn subset differed from the two
other subsets and the full dataset for most areas except new5.
There was little consistency in the years of high and low lpue
across areas, which might indicate a metapopulation structure of
the blue ling stock. On the other hand, high values of lpue
appeared in 2003 at least in edge6, new6, and other6, and could
suggest the existence of a single population.
The results for the bycatch subset presented above were
obtained assuming a threshold value of ,50% blue ling in total
landings. The sensitivity to the threshold value was tested by
varying it from 50 (Figure 7d) to 20% (Figure 7e). The trends in
most areas were insensitive to the change downwards. For area
ref5, the trend was a decreasing one when the threshold was
lowered. Note that at a threshold of 20%, the number of hauls
was very small.

Other indicators
The mean length of the French landings in 1984 was about 100 cm,
reduced by 10 cm by 1995 and stable since (Figure 3b).

Discussion
Statistical modelling of the tallybook data allowed trends in blue
ling lpue to be evaluated. This was achieved by combining information on the proportion of positive hauls and the lpue of positive
hauls, and taking account of the changes in fishing strategy over
time in different areas. Without modelling, the lpue values by
haul were calculated by dividing landings by haul duration. For
the two most fished areas, edge6 and other6, there was an increase
in the proportion of positive hauls over time. This proportion was
always close to 1 in ref5, new5, and new6; data were insufficient to
comment in ref7. The average lpue values for positive hauls
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Figure 5. Distribution of total effort (top, h ﬁshing) and blue ling catch (bottom, t) reported in the tallybook database in 2000, 2003, and
2007.
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showed consistent increases over time in all datasets. The model
applied to each dataset accounted for (i) a non-linear effect of
depth, (ii) a vessel factor effect, and (iii) a rectangle factor effect.
Increasing trends from the raw lpue were not found consistently
in the modelled lpue values across data subsets in all five areas,
except new5. Therefore, the trends in the raw lpue might be primarily attributable to changes in fishing strategy accounted for
by variables (i) –(iii) in the models.
The bycatch subset might be the most reliable in terms of assessing variations in blue ling density. As blue ling aggregate to
spawn, using lpue values from the spawning season as abundance
indices might lead to biased estimates. Problems with lpue values
of aggregating species are well known (Hilborn and Walters, 1992;
Maunder and Punt, 2004). Blue ling targeting might also have
been impacted by the development of deeper water fishing and
regulations. Our lpue model accounts for this, by including
terms for fishing rectangle and depth. However, lpue values
based upon the bycatch subset might be less sensitive to fishing
strategy effects.

Although blue ling in the study area are thought to comprise a
single population unit, our study showed different trends in abundance in the five areas, although they shared such common features as the high values in 2003. It is unclear whether differences
in trends between areas are related to bio-ecological factors, to
the effects of fishing, or to a combination of both. High values
in the same years might reflect population connectivity, whereas
different trends across areas might reflect the effect of fishing or
spatial heterogeneity in population dynamics.
As the aggregated lpue decreased (Figure 3a), and also because
of the risk of local depletion (ICES, 2008), it was judged precautionary to restrict the fishery for blue ling. One case of depletion
of a blue ling spawning aggregation has been reported south of
Iceland (Magnússon and Magnússon, 1995). Our study shows
no sign of local depletion over the period 2000–2008: (i) standardized lpue values were stable in edge6, which is the area most
intensively fished; (ii) new fishing grounds (new5 and new6)
started to be exploited by the French fleet in the 2000s, but blue
ling continued to be fished in previously exploited areas ref5,
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Figure 6. (Left) Proportion of positive (blue ling catch .0) hauls and (right) average blue ling lpue for positive hauls for the different datasets.
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Figure 7. Predicted standardized relative blue ling lpue per dataset and area. Predictions are made for one vessel in January [March for (c)],
300 min ﬁshing time, and 700 m depth.
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edge6, and other6; and (iii) the distribution of catches per rectangle does not indicate a shift in the underlying distribution of
blue ling. Therefore, if there was local depletion, it might have
been at a scale spatially smaller than the size of statistical rectangles, because catches continued to be obtained from all rectangles fished.
The present work does not contradict the consensus view that
the blue ling stock has declined since the 1980s. The decline of
catches in Icelandic waters, the Norwegian Sea, the North Sea,
and the Skagerrak in the late 1980s and early 1990s (ICES, 2008)
is sufficient evidence that stocks were overfished. However, our
analysis of blue ling in Division Vb and Subareas VI and VII in
recent years shows that this decline is not continuing. Using the
bycatch subset, standardized lpue values were stable in three
areas and increasing in the other two. Compared with other deepwater species, the gadoid-like life history of blue ling might allow
them to react more quickly to changes in fishing mortality. Blue
ling catches are no longer driven by fleet capacity and strategy,
but capped by a TAC. Management by TAC might be efficient
for a species whose largest catches come from targeted hauls.
Under TAC management with restricted landings per fishing
trip, vessels may no longer fish at locations where they used to
target the species and have high catch rates.
Past assessments of the blue ling stock have used aggregated lpue
from EC logbooks of a reference French fleet (Figure 3a), which
showed a declining trend in the early part and stability in recent
years. Length distributions of the landings (Figure 3b) have rarely
been used for assessment purposes. The mean length at the start
of the time-series (1984) was similar to that during exploratory
cruises made in 1973 and 1974, i.e. at the onset of major exploitation (Bridger, 1978). This suggests that in 1984 the fishery was
still fishing unexploited grounds with a pristine size distribution.
After that, exploitation reduced the mean length by 10 cm, i.e.
10%, which is a moderate decline. Note that, unlike many shelf
stocks, immature blue ling are not caught because they are not
found on the fishing grounds. Discards do not occur, at least not
to any significant level (ICES, 2008), so the mean length of the landings is virtually equivalent to the mean length of the catch.
The purpose of management of deep-water fisheries since 2000,
including that for blue ling, has been to halt overexploitation.
Assessments of deep-water stocks have been undermined by
several sources of uncertainty, short time-series, and the perceived
notion of a “one-way trip” in which only a monotonic harvest rate
increase coupled with a decrease in abundance was observed. Such
a situation is assumed to provide little information on population
dynamics, although this is not always the case (Magnusson and
Hilborn, 2007). Starting from levels of overexploitation (ICES,
2008), management now faces difficulty in detecting changes in
stock status over time.
This work has provided a basis for developing abundance indices
of blue ling in ICES subareas VI and VII and Division Vb. Whether
or not the decline of blue ling abundance in these areas has stabilized through implementation of management measures can only be
confirmed by analysis of future data. The reliability of an index of
lpue for blue ling taken as bycatch will become essential, because
fishing on spawning aggregations has been so regulated from 2009
that a component of the past fishery will disappear.
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Introduction
The blackspot sea bream, Pagellus bogaraveo (Brünnich, 1768),
also known as the red sea bream, stock in the Bay of Biscay collapsed during the period 1975–1985, and it has not been of significant fishery interest since. The decline of the stock was not
anticipated. In the late 1960s, trawlers from La Rochelle, the
main French port for landings of blackspot sea bream throughout
the twentieth century, redirected more effort towards this species
as a result of the declining catch rates for hake (Guichet et al.,
1971). Guichet et al. (1971) noted no sign of overexploitation
and reported a large proportion of individuals aged 10 and older
in the catch. Seven years later, a severe drop in landings was
reported (Njock, 1978), and from the mid-1980s, it was clear
that the stock had collapsed (Dardignac, 1988). Based on FAO
landings data for the Northeast Atlantic for 1972– 2002, blackspot
sea bream was classified as a depleted species, and it is one of the
few species whose landings had already declined to low levels by
the early 1980s (Caddy and Surette, 2005).
From the 1950s to the 1970s, blackspot sea bream was exploited
mainly by French and Spanish bottom offshore trawlers, by artisanal pelagic trawlers in the eastern Bay of Biscay (ICES Divisions
VIIIa,b), and by Spanish longliners in the Cantabrian Sea (ICES
Division VIIIc), with smaller contributions from other fisheries
(Sánchez, 1983; Dardignac, 1988). Since the 1980s, it has been
mainly a bycatch in France, and only a few small-scale handliners
have been targeting the species.
Blackspot sea bream is found on the shelf and down to 700 m
and on seamounts (Morato et al., 2001), but breeding is in
shallower waters. Juveniles occur at the coast, as shown by the

catches of small individuals (,3 cm) from shrimp pushnets in
the Bay of Biscay (Priol, 1932). Large fish are found deeper than
juveniles, indicating an ontogenetic migration towards deeper
waters (Olivier, 1928; Desbrosses, 1932; Morato et al., 2001;
Spedicato et al., 2002). Nevertheless, large fish (.40 cm) have
also been caught occasionally at the coast (Priol, 1932). In
summer, the distribution of the population extends to the west
of Scotland (Olivier, 1928; Desbrosses, 1932). The stock area is
therefore considered to include ICES Subareas VI, VII, and VIII.
Furthermore, tagging has shown that blackspot sea bream found
in summer in the northern Bay of Biscay and Celtic Sea overwinter
in the Cantabrian Sea (Guéguen, 1974; Sánchez, 1983).
Blackspot sea bream grow to at least 70 cm standard length
(about 80 cm total length; Bauchot and Hureau, 1986) and up
to 4 kg (Frimodt, 1995). In the Bay of Biscay, the biggest reported
fish in the 1960s were 68 and 70 cm total length. Their scales,
which were difficult to read, could have included 25 –30 annual
growth increments (Guéguen, 1969b).
The species is a typical protandric hermaphrodite (Buxton and
Garratt, 1990), most individuals being first functional males and
then developing into functional females. A fraction of the population never changes sex and is referred to as gonochoric. In fishfarming conditions, up to 40% of individuals are gonochoric
females (Micale et al., 2002), but the proportion of gonochoric
females seems to be much lower in the wild (Krug, 1990). In the
wild, the proportion of females per size class and their state of
maturity over time may depend on population abundance, with
more females at lower abundances (Krug, 1998). As a result, the
proportion of females may increase as a result of fishing (ICES,
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The blackspot sea bream (Pagellus bogaraveo) used to be a major species in the landings from the Bay of Biscay up to the early 1980s.
Nowadays, it is only a minor bycatch. Up to the mid-1970s, more than 15 000 t of blackspot sea bream were landed annually in
Spanish and French ports. Thereafter, catches declined sharply from 1975 to 1985 and have stayed at low levels ever since. Here,
the full history of the ﬁshery collapse is described, using time-series of landings dating back to the early 1900s. Fishing mortalities
of the main demersal stocks (hake, anglerﬁsh, sole) were in the range 0.2– 0.5 during the last 30 years. It is likely that the blackspot
sea bream stock was exploited at a similar level, which is shown here to be unsustainable. The blackspot sea bream is highly sensitive to
overﬁshing because of its protandrous hermaphroditism, with late ﬁrst maturity (8 years) as females and rather low productivity.
According to a yield-per-recruit model, the biomass of fecund females (BFF) is reduced to ,20% of virgin BFF for a ﬁshing mortality
around 0.2. A dynamic model assuming a simple stock– recruitment relationship ﬁtted to the reconstructed landings explained the
collapse, with estimated ﬁshing mortalities never exceeding 0.5.
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Table 1. Sources of reconstructed landings data for blackspot sea
bream from the Bay of Biscay (OF, ofﬁcial landings statistics).

Country
International
landings

Spain

Reported
years of
landings
1932– 1938
1947– 1973
1950– 2008
1925
1928
1950– 2002
1960– 1981
1982– 2001

UK

1905– 1930
1930– 1951

1950– 2002

Material and methods

France

Reconstructing landings
Several data sources were used to reconstruct the time-series of
blackspot sea bream landings from the Bay of Biscay stock area
for the period 1905–2008. The documented fishing countries
were Spain, France, and the UK (Table 1). FAO catch statistics provided most of the data. FAO landings from the Northeast Atlantic
(FAO Area 27, corresponding to the ICES Area) were extracted
from the FAO website (http://www.fao.org/fishery/statistics/
global-capture-production/en). FAO data are aggregated at the
scale of the Northeast Atlantic and include Portuguese blackspot
sea bream landings, but because in recent years, Portugal reported
blackspot sea bream from ICES Subareas IX and X only (ICES,
2008), all Portuguese landings reported for the Northeast
Atlantic from 1962 on in the FAO database were considered to
come also from these areas and were not taken into account.
All Spanish landings from the Northeast Atlantic before the
1980s were allocated to the Bay of Biscay stock (Table 1). The
current Spanish fishery in the Gulf of Cádiz only developed in
the 1980s and from 1975 ICES data could be used to separate
landings from the Bay of Biscay and the Gulf of Cádiz stocks
(http://www.ices.dk/fish/statlant.asp). Landings before 1950 are
certainly incomplete, because data were only found for 3 years.
French landings in 1926–1930 were reported in Desbrosses
(1932) and official catch statistics per ICES Subarea were available
for 1925– 1956 (Table 1). Guéguen (1969a) compiled landings
from the three main ports where blackspot sea bream was
landed from 1955 to 1967 and specified that these landings represented 80 –93% of the overall French blackspot sea bream landings from the Atlantic coast. These landings were therefore
multiplied by 1.25 to estimate the total French landings in these
years. Njock (1978) and Dardignac (1988) reported landings in
the period 1967– 1972 and landings statistics from Ofimer and
Ifremer were used for 1973– 2002.

1926– 1930
1931– 1951

1948– 1956

1955– 1967
1968– 1969
1970– 1972
1973– 2002

Data source
Postuma (1978)
OF, ICES landings
statistics
Desbrosses (1932)
OF, national landings
statistics
OF, FAO landings
statistics
Sánchez (1982)
OF, ICES landings
statistics

Years
1932 –1938
1947 –1973
1974 –2002
1925
1928
1950 –1959
1960 –1981
1982 –2001

Desbrosses (1932)
OF, yearly sea ﬁsheries
statistical tables,
reported by the
Ministry of
agriculture and
ﬁsheries
OF, FAO landings
statistics

1905 –1929
1930 –1951

Desbrosses (1932)
OF, yearly ofﬁcial
landings statistics
reported in Revue
des Travaux de
l’Ofﬁce des Pêches
Maritimes
OF, yearly ofﬁcial
landings statistics
reported by the
Directorate of
Marine ﬁsheries
Guéguen (1969a)a
Njock (1978)
Dardignac (1988)
OF, landings statistics
from Oﬁmer and
Ifremer

1926 –1930
1931 –1947

1950 –2002

1948 –1954

1955 –1967
1968 –1969
1970 –1972
1973 –2002

a

Landings in the three main ports (La Rochelle, Lorient, and Concarneau)
reported to produce 80% of total landings (see text).

UK catches were reported by Desbrosses (1932) for the period
1905–1930, with no data during the First World War (1914–1918)
and extracted from official national landings statistics for the
period 1930–1951, with no data during the Second World War
(1939–1945) (Table 1).
The following rule was applied when several data sources were
available for the same year and country: (i) if there were reasons to
consider one dataseries more reliable, that series was used, (ii)
otherwise, the highest figure was retained (last column in
Table 1). As some landings data were aggregated up to the
family level, species identification may be a problem.
Nevertheless, historical scientific data show that the blackspot
sea bream was much more abundant than other Pagellus species
in the Bay of Biscay, and reported landings in catch statistics
closely match best estimates reported in scientific papers (e.g.
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1996). In fish farms, food is supplied without limit, but in the wild,
available food resources might increase at lower densities. For
another protandric hermaphrodite, Diplodus sargus, a densitydependent effect is thought to account for the delayed sex
change observed in one Marine Protected Area (Lenfant, 2003).
In captivity, male blackspot sea bream first mature at a size of
28 cm total length and age 3; both gonochoric and secondary
females first spawn at 29.5 cm total length and age 4 (Micale
et al., 2002). In the wild, the smallest observed mature female
was 30 cm long and 5 –8 years old (Sánchez, 1983; Krug, 1998).
In the Strait of Gibraltar, Gil and Sobrino (2001) estimated the
mean size at maturation of females as 35.7 cm total length.
Because of its particular biology, the blackspot sea bream may
be especially sensitive to overfishing. This study attempted to
revisit the history of the Bay of Biscay population collapse and
to assess what would have been a possible sustainable exploitation
level. Because landing levels were already high in the 1950s, landings were reconstructed starting in the 1900s. Other available data
on abundance were also compiled. A yield-per-recruit simulation
was used to assess the sensitivity of a blackspot sea bream population to fishing, and a dynamic model was used to estimate possible trends in historical fishing mortality. Based on these findings,
the management implications for the current depleted stock are
discussed.
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Desbrosses, 1932; Guéguen, 1969a). This suggests that other
species were probably only a minor component of landings
reported as blackspot sea bream before the 1980s. Similarly, for
Spain, landings reported by Sánchez (1982) were clearly ascribed
to P. bogaraveo only. Misidentification may affect the small landings reported in recent decades more seriously, because other sea
bream species did not undergo the same decline and may now
be as common or more abundant than the blackspot sea bream.

P. Lorance
1985 to 1997. Densities were calculated at the time from the
1973 and 1976 surveys (Quéro et al., 1989). Here, survey data
from 1980–1984 and 1985–1997 were combined and the occurrence (proportion of tows where blackspot sea bream were
caught) was calculated for this combined time-series and the
1959 survey. Because of the lack of a single time-series with a standardized protocol, accurate abundance estimates (e.g. swept-area
densities) could not be derived.

Size composition of landings
Growth
Growth parameters were estimated by fitting the von Bertalanffy
growth function to an age –length key based on reading growth
rings on the scales of fish caught in the Bay of Biscay (Guéguen,
1969b). At the time, growth parameters were estimated using the
graphical Walford method over ages 5 –20 years and an additional
fit for juveniles (Guéguen, 1969b). New estimates using non-linear
least squares for all data reported in Guéguen (1969b) were derived
using the software package R (R Development Core Team, 2008).

Yield-per-recruit model
The effect of fishing mortality on a blackspot sea bream stock was
simulated using a yield-per-recruit model with mean size and
weight-at-age from Guéguen (1969b) (Table 2) and sex- and
maturity-at-length data from Krug (1998). Simulations were
made with constant recruitment of 1000 individuals at age 1.
The proportion of mature females per size class was introduced
according to estimates for the year 1991 reported in Krug (1998):
Pmat =

Landings per unit of effort
Estimated landings per unit of effort (lpue) were available for three
short periods, 1937– 1939, 1946, and 1966–1968, for offshore
trawlers from La Rochelle (Letaconnoux, 1948; Guichet et al.,
1971). Landings and effort data from French fisheries statistics
were used to estimate variations in lpue during 1972–1984 for
the same category of trawlers from the same port. Available
fishery statistics files including catch and effort for these times
are limited and do not include vessel power. Because of this, aggregated lpue values were calculated as total annual catch divided by
total number of days at sea for the fleet of offshore trawlers from La
Rochelle. Offshore trawlers from La Rochelle were mainly side
trawlers up to the late 1960s. Their number decreased in the late
1960s and they were mostly replaced by stern trawlers in the
1970s (Guichet et al., 1971; Dardignac, 1988), so that fishing
power changed over the time.

Surveys indices
Although there were no continuous time-series of fishery research
surveys in the Bay of Biscay before the late 1980s (i.e. before the
collapse of the blackspot sea bream stock), some surveys were
carried out for different objectives and the archived data have
been used here to calculate abundance indices of blackspot sea
bream. One survey was carried out in 1959 mainly on the
slope of the southern half of the Bay of Biscay (ICES Divisions
VIIIb–c). Two surveys with protocols similar to the current
western International Bottom Trawl Survey (IBTS) were carried
out in November–December 1973 and April – May 1976. A quarterly survey was carried out from 1980 to 1984; it was followed by
another quarterly survey with a different protocol and RV from

e−25.6+0.794LF
,
1 + e−25.6+0.794LF

(1)

where LF is the fork length and Pmat the proportion of females that
are mature. The proportion of females Pf in the stock per size class
Table 2. Mean size and weight-at-age used as input parameters to
the yield-per-recruit model.
Age
group
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Mean size (total
length, cm)

Mean
weight (g)

11.2
17.6
22.3
26
29.2
31.9
34.3
36.1
37.9
39.5
40.9
42.3
43.7
44.8
45.9
46.7
47.8
49.2
49.9
50.2

18
72
149
239
342
449
562
658
765
870
969
1076
1190
1285
1386
1462
1572
1719
1796
1830

Data derived from Guéguen (1969b) and Krug (1998).

Proportion of
females mature
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.007
0.05
0.15
0.31
0.45
0.54
0.62
0.68
0.73
0.77
0.80
0.83
0.86
0.88
0.89
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No time-series of length frequency distributions of landings was
found. In La Rochelle in the late 1960s, there were four commercial
categories: (1) ,250 g, (2) 250 –500 g, (3) 500 –1000 g, and
(4) .1000 g. Landings statistics were not available for these four
categories, but Guichet et al. (1971) reported that fish weighing
,500 g (i.e. categories 1 and 2 combined) represented 20 –24%
of the landings in 1966– 1968. To assess what might have been
the size distribution of the landings, this value was converted
into numbers using two simple assumptions. The mean weight
of the four commercial categories was assumed to be 100, 375,
750, and 1500 g for categories 1– 4 (i.e. the median of the given
range for categories 2 –4 and a crude assumption for category
1). For the first assumption, the proportion in weight of small
fish in the landings was taken as the low end of the reported proportion (20%) and assumed to be only fish of category 2. For the
second assumption, the proportion of small fish was taken as 24%;
the additional 4% were assumed to be fish of category 1. Landed
weights per category were converted to numbers based on the
assumed mean weight per category. Landings in La Rochelle
were assumed to be representative of international landings.
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was simulated as
Pf =

e−7.55+0.215LF
.
1 + e−7.55+0.215LF

(2)

The proportion of mature females in the stock per size is then Pf ×
Pmat. These equations were applied to the mean size-at-age from
Guéguen (1969b) to estimate the proportion of mature females
per age group.
Fecundity, the number of oocytes spawned per female, was
expressed as a function of mean length-at-age:
F = 1028.44e0.15LF .

(3)

When necessary, fork length was converted to total length using
the relationship from Krug (1989):
LT = 1.13LF − 0.04.

(4)

Ny,a = Ny−1,a−1 exp(M − sa Fy )
By,a = wa Ny,a ,

(5)
(6)

where Ny,a is numbers-at-age a in year y, M the natural mortality
(constant across ages and time), Fy the fishing mortality in year y,
and sa the selectivity at age. Therefore, fishing mortality was
assumed to be separable into a selectivity component and an
annual component. Biomass-at-age, By,a, was obtained by multiplying numbers-at-age by mean weight-at-age wa from Guéguen
(1969b), which was assumed constant for all years.
BFF is calculated from
BFFy =



wa pa Ny,a ,

(7)

a

where pa is the proportion of mature females at age a as defined for
the yield-per-recruit model.
In model 1, recruitment-at-age 1 was assumed to be constant
during the study period (1950 –2001), but also before:
Ny,1 =

B0
,
w1

(8)

where B0 is the constant recruitment biomass at age 1. In model 2,
recruitment was assumed constant up to 1966 and proportional to
BFF thereafter, similar to a hockey-stick recruit function, though
in time rather than as a function of BFF:
Ny,1 =

Ny,1 =

B0
w1

rBFFy
w1

for y , 1967,

for y ≥ 1967,

(9a)

(9b)

where r is an unknown proportionality constant.
The numbers-at-age in the initial year, N1,a, were obtained by
assuming a constant fishing mortality F0 for all years before
1950 and the same constant recruitment B0/w1:
N1,a =

a−1
B0 
exp(−(M + sa F0 )),
w1 1

(10)

B0
exp(−(M + sa F0 )a).
wa

(11)

Dynamic population model
To explore the temporal changes in fishing mortality that could
explain the observed landings pattern, two age-structured
models were fitted to the reconstructed time-series of landings.
The models differed in how recruitment (age 0) was handled. As
no data for fitting a stock–recruit function were available for
blackspot sea bream, two extreme one-parameter stock –recruit
functions were investigated. In model 1, recruitment was
assumed constant, and thus independent of stock size. In model

0 , a,

N1,a =

Using the traditional catch equation and no discards, the landings
in weight corresponding to the model [Equations (5) and (6)] are
Ly,a =

sa Fy
(1 − exp(−M − sa Fy ))By,a .
M + sa Fy

(12)
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Yield-per-recruit simulations were made, assuming a natural
mortality of 0.2. This estimate of M was derived from the presumed longevity in the population. Hewitt and Hoenig (2005)
compared two such approaches and recommended the rule M ¼
4.22/tmax, where tmax is the maximum age in the population
derived from data from many populations. The oldest fish
observed by Guéguen (1969b) was 20 years old, which, taken as
maximum age, corresponds to M ¼ 0.211. Setting M ¼ 0.2
implies that 1% of the population survives to 23 years, which
matches with the observations from Guéguen (1969b) of a few
older fish from auction markets. The same natural mortality was
used for exploratory assessments in recent years of stocks in the
Azores and the Gulf of Cádiz (ICES, 2006).
The simulated exploitation pattern assumed the same fishing
mortality at all ages after recruitment to the fishery and no
fishing mortality before (i.e. a knife-edge recruitment).
Simulations were carried out for four different ages at recruitment
to the fishery: 1, 4, 8, and 12 years old. Recruitment-at-age 1 simulates the situation where juveniles are exploited with the same
intensity as adults. Recruitment-at-age 4, corresponding to
around 27 cm total length, is a knife-edge proxy for an exploitation pattern including younger fish, as indeed was the case
(Priol, 1932). Simulations of recruitment to the fishery at ages 8
and 12 explore the possible state of the stock when fish are not
exploited before the age at which most of the population has
changed to reproductive females. Using the parameter values
and assumptions just described, equilibrium catches, biomass of
fecund females (BFF), and fecundity per recruit were simulated.
Computations were carried out using R.

2, recruitment was first constant, then from a certain point in
time on assumed to be proportional to BFF to model a negative
effect of decreasing BFF on recruitment.
The basic population dynamics were in both cases
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Assuming lognormal observation errors, the
model for recorded landings ly,a (in weight) is then
ly , a  N(log(Ly,a ), s2 ),

observation

(13)

where s2 is the variance on the normal scale.
A constant coefficient of variation (CV) was assumed for all
years and transformed using the well-known result for the lognormal distribution (Aitchison and Brown, 1957):

s2 = log(CV 2 + 1).
The data used for fitting the two models were reconstructed
annual landings for the period 1950–2001, average weight-at-age,
and the average proportion of mature females per age class as
described for the yield-per-recruit model (Table 2). The CV of
landings was (arbitrarily) set to 3%. Knife-edge selection from
age 4 was assumed, which seemed to be a realistic assumption
based on the yield-per-recruit and size distributions of the landings investigations. Thus, selectivity-at-age was
sa = 0

for a , 4,

To reduce the number of parameters to be estimated, some parameters were fixed. Natural mortality was set to M ¼ 0.2.
Considering the available landings data (Figure 1), fisheries exploitation was assumed to have been constant at moderate levels up to
1950, changing between 1951 and 1996, and constant again from
1997 on. Consequently, the following constraints were imposed
on fishing mortality estimates: F1950 ¼ F0 and F1997 ¼ F1998 ¼
F1999 ¼ F2000 ¼ F2001. The parameters to be estimated for both
models were F0, B0, and 45 annual fishing mortalities using the
52 datapoints, giving the models rather too many parameters
given the number of observations. For model 2 with varying
recruitment [Equation (9)], the parameter r was also estimated.

Results
Reconstructed time-series of landings
The reconstructed time-series of landings is complete from 1950 and
patchy from 1905 to 1950 (Figure 1). International annual catches of
about 10 000 t were landed in the 1950s, increasing to a level of
15 000 t in the early 1960s; they then levelled off to 20 000 t from
the mid-1960s, started to decrease from the 1970s, and collapsed
to ,1000 t in the 1990s. The historical situation in the first half of
the twentieth century is less clear. Landings from Spain, which was
the main fishing country after 1950, were only found for the years
1921, 1925, and 1928 in the scientific literature. International
landings from these few years suggest that more than 10 000 t of
blackspot sea bream were landed, at least from the 1920s (Figure 1).
The contribution of different countries to the landings changed
over time, with the UK landing significant quantities until the late
1940s (Figure 1). The UK may have been the main country exploiting the species in the early twentieth century. It is not known why
UK landings decreased before French and Spanish landings, in
particular because catches by ICES Subarea do not indicate an
earlier reduction in the catches in northern areas than farther
south. Since the 1960s, landings have been roughly 2/3 Spanish
and 1/3 French.
The overall annual landings in the ICES data are smaller than in
the above reconstructed time-series because not all landings were
reported to ICES. Nevertheless, the temporal pattern is similar. In
the 1950s and 1960s, landings of blackspot sea bream were highest
from Subarea VIII, but the species was also caught in significant
quantities in Subareas VII and VI. Landings seem to have declined

Figure 1. Reconstructed time-series of landings of red sea bream by country from the Bay of Biscay population (catch from ICES Subareas VI,
VII, and VIII).
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sa = 1 for a ≥ 4.

It turned out that in that case F0 was not estimable, so it was set
to F0 ¼ 0.2.
All parameter estimations were carried out by maximum likelihood. To obtain reasonably smooth time-series of estimated Fy,
interannual variations of fishing mortality were constrained
during the estimation to Fy ¼ Fy – 1 + 0.5. Model fit was investigated
by visual inspection of residuals and only results from converged
runs were used (convergence criterion maximum gradient ,1024).
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Figure 2. Landings of red sea bream by ICES Subarea (source: ICES statistical bulletin and ICES database).
Table 3. Reconstructed landings, effort, and lpue for blackspot sea bream and hake of high-sea trawlers from La Rochelle for the period
1937 –1984.
Landings (t)
–
–
–
–
–
2 409
3 845
4 436
3 350
1 634
1 489
NA
NA
NA
NA
174
88
106

Effort (days ﬁshing)
–
–
15 900
12 100
10 818
6 401
13 170
13 425
11 179
8 972
7 559
4 037
4 482
3 359
3 295
2 531
2 324
1 690

Red sea bream lpue
81
279
130
175
206
376
291
330
299
182
196
NA
NA
NA
NA
69
37
62

Hake lpue
804
1 948
419
519
503
535
778
630
669
571
524
NA
NA
NA
NA
332
264
456

Source
–
Letaconnoux (1948)
–
Guichet et al. (1971)
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
This study
–
–
–
–
–
–

NA, not available.

in Subareas VI, VII, and VIII at the same time (Figure 2).
Nevertheless, low catches in recent years came mainly from ICES
Division VIIIc.
There were changes in fishing gears over time. Until the 1970s,
95% of French landings were from bottom otter trawlers, but,
pelagic trawlers caught 18% of the landings of the species in
1984 (Dardignac, 1988). French landings reported in the 1990s
and early 2000s were mainly from artisanal longliners from one
port in western Brittany (Audierne).

Effort and lpue of offshore trawlers from La Rochelle
The reconstructed time-series of effort and lpue data for offshore
trawlers from La Rochelle are shown in Table 3. In a comparison of
catch rates before and after the Second World War, the average
blackspot sea bream landings for an offshore trawler from La
Rochelle during a 12-d sea trip were estimated at 976 kg in
1937–1939 and 3343 kg in 1946 (Letaconnoux, 1948). These
results were based on data from 552 sea trips carried out in
1937–1939 and 117 in 1946. They showed a 2.4-fold increase in

lpue after the War compared with before the War; the increase
was the highest (3.4-fold) for blackspot sea bream. Converting
these results to catch per day at sea provides lpue estimates of 81
and 279 kg d21 for years before and after the War (Table 3).
Lpues of La Rochelle offshore trawlers in the late 1960s were
about 23 kg per 100 hp d21. The mean power of the fleet then
was about 700 hp (Guichet et al., 1971), resulting in lpue values
of about 161 kg d21 (Table 3). Lpue values calculated based on
data for 1972– 1984 showed high levels in the early 1970s,
started to decline in 1976– 1977, and reached much lower levels
by 1982–1984 (Table 3). Unfortunately, data for 1978–1981
were not available for the port of La Rochelle separately. Lpue
values were not calculated after 1984 because of the low fishing
effort by this fleet.

Size composition of landings
Depending on the assumption used for converting weight by commercial categories into numbers, fish of 250–1000 g might have
represented 60 –80% of the total landings in numbers (Table 4).
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Year
1937 –1939
1946
1966
1967
1968
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
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Table 4. Assumed contribution to the landings in numbers and weight of the commercial category of red sea bream landed in La Rochelle
in the late 1960s.
Assumed contribution to the landings (%)
Hypothesis 1
Commercial category
1
2
3
4

Weight range (g)
,250
250–500
500–1000
.1000

Median weight (g)
100
375
750
1 500

In weight
0
20
40
40

In number
–
40
40
20

Hypothesis 2
In weight
4
20
37.5
37.5

In number
24
32
30
15

Based on data in Guichet et al. (1971).

Big fish of .1 kg may not have made up more than 20% of the
landings in numbers and smaller fish of ,250 g may have represented up to 25% of the landings in numbers. For an estimated
mean weight of 239 g at age 4 (Guéguen, 1969b), these results
suggest that knife-edge selectivity at age 4 appears plausible.

Survey indices
The survey carried out in 1959 caught blackspot sea bream in 31 of
52 hauls. Blackspot sea bream was often caught in the surveys
carried out in 1972 and 1976. Catch rates of more than 100 fish
per hour were observed locally and catch rates of 10 –100 fish
per hour were estimated for large areas of the Bay of Biscay in
April –May 1976 (Quéro et al., 1989). The occurrence of blackspot
sea bream in hauls calculated combining the time-series from 1980
to 1984 and 1985 to 1997 showed both a seasonal pattern with
higher abundances in Quarters 2 and 3 and a general decline
over the period (Figure 3). Since 1987, catches in the western
IBTS survey have been only occasional. In most years, no blackspot
sea bream were caught.

Growth
The new fit of the von Bertalanffy growth model to the historical
length-at-age data in the Bay of Biscay was good (Figure 4,
Table 5). Available length-at-age and growth parameters from

the Azores suggest faster growth there. In the Azores, estimated
maximum ages were also younger, reaching only 15 or 16 years
compared with 20 years in the Bay of Biscay.

Spawning-stock biomass and fecundity
Using parameters estimated in the Azores for 1991 (Krug, 1998),
the size at 50% maturity of females is about 36 cm, corresponding
to 8-year-old fish (Figure 5a). At that size, the proportion of
females in the population is still below 50% (Figure 5b).
Combining these two functions, the proportion of mature
females per size class is estimated to reach 50% at 40 cm, corresponding to age 10 (Figure 5c, Table 2). Lastly, because of increasing weight, fecundity beyond 40 cm total length increases strongly
(Figure 5d) so that in this species, large fish may make a major
contribution to the production of female gametes.

Yield-per-recruit model
In the yield-per-recruit model, equilibrium catches in number
were highest for a high fishing mortality applied to young
ages, catches in weight levelling off at an F level that depended
on the assumed age at recruitment to the fishery (Figure 6a).
With fishing mortality applied from age 1, catch in weight
peaked for F ≈ 0.15, then decreased (Figure 6b). With fishing
mortality starting later (4 –8 years), higher catches in weight
were obtained with a fishing mortality between 0.2 and 0.4.
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Figure 3. Time-series of the proportion of tows where red sea bream
was caught in surveys from 1980 to 1997 in the Bay of Biscay.

Figure 4. Age –length keys and von Bertalanffy growth curve
estimates for blackspot sea bream in the Bay of Biscay, based on data
from Guéguen (1969a) and Azorean waters based on data from Krug
(1989) and Menezes et al. (2001).
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Table 5. von Bertalanffy growth coefﬁcient for P. bogaraveo for the Bay of Biscay and Azorean stocks.
k
0.092
0.162
0.137
0.209
0.174
0.196
0.174
0.117
0.136

L1
56.8
48.3
51.4
51.56
53.9
48.06
54.2
58.50
63.8

t0
–2.92
–0.72
–0.97
–0.53
–0.66
–0.47
–0.66
–1.55
–1.04

N
–
10 186a
20b
530
–
–
–
659
1 375

ICES Area
VIII
VIII
VIII
VIIIc
VIIIc
VIIIc
VIIIb,c
X
X

Method and reference
Walford method from Guéguen (1969b)
New ﬁt using data from Guéguen (1969b)
New ﬁt to mean length at ages from Guéguen (1969b)
Sánchez (1983)
Ramos and Cendrero (1967)
Alcazar et al. (1987)
Castro Uranga (1990)
Krug (1989)
Menezes et al. (2001)c

a

Size at age derived from back calculation (Guéguen, 1969b).
Number of age groups.
Recalculated ﬁt to the data from Menezes et al. (2001) converted to total length using the relationship LT ¼ 1.13LF – 0.04 (Krug, 1989).

b
c
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Figure 5. Maturity and fecundity according to size, using parameters from Krug (1998). (a) Proportion of mature females in the female
population; (b) proportion of females in the total population; (c) proportion of mature females in the total population; and (d) fecundity at
length.
Lower catches in weight were obtained with fishing mortality
starting at age 12, even at high F levels. Total numbers in the
stock were strongly reduced for moderate fishing mortality
applied from age 1 and remained close to unexploited levels if
there was no fishing mortality before age 8 (Figure 6c). Total
biomass was reduced to ,50% of the unexploited level with
fishing mortalities of about 0.1 and 0.2, assuming fishing mortality was applied from ages 1 and 4, respectively (Figure 6d).
Female spawning-stock biomass was much more sensitive to
exploitation and was reduced to ,50% of the unexploited
level for F , 0.1, assuming fishing mortality started at age 1
or 4. If fishing mortality started only from age 8, the BFF was
reduced to 50% of the unexploited level for F ≈ 0.2

(Figure 6e). The sensitivity to exploitation was stronger
for fecundity, which was reduced to 50% virgin stock levels
for F ≈ 0.05, 0.07, 0.14, and 0.6 when fishing mortality started
at ages 1, 4, 8, and 12, respectively (Figure 6f).

Dynamic modelling
Model predictions for both the constant recruitment and varying
recruitment models are shown in Figure 7. If constant recruitment
was assumed during and before the study period, fishing mortality
had to increase to a value .2 in the 1990s to explain the observed
decline in landings (continuous line in Figure 7c). Initially, fishing
mortality was estimated to decrease for some years, which led to an
increase in total biomass and BFF (Figure 7b). Assuming
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Figure 6. Results of the yield-per-recruit model. Catch in (a) numbers and (b) weight for 1000 recruits. (c) Total stock numbers,
(d) total-stock biomass, (e) BFF, and (f) fecundity as a percentage of an unexploited red sea bream stock with M ¼ 0.2, F ¼ 0.2, and ﬁshing
mortality starting from ages 1, 4, 8, and 12.

recruitment proportional to BFF from 1967 (dashed lines in
Figure 7) leads to a similar decline in BFF but an earlier decline
in total biomass. The biggest difference, however, was in the estimated fishing mortalities. Under this scenario, fishing mortality
never exceeded 1 and generally fluctuated around 0.5 to
bring about the observed collapse of blackspot sea bream landings.
Note that both models fitted the observed landings rather
well (Figure 7d), which led to generally small standardized
residuals, except for the final years because of the assumption
of constant fishing mortality (results not shown). This is not
surprising given that both models had many parameters.
Therefore, the results should be taken as indicative rather than
factual.

Discussion
Notwithstanding the poor quality of reconstructed landings data, the
blackspot sea bream was a major fishery resource in ICES Subareas

VI, VII, and VIII until the mid-1970s. Thereafter, landings decreased
to a low level in about 10 years. Catches have always been higher in
Subarea VIII, but landings from areas farther north also occurred
in the past. French landings were mainly caught by offshore trawlers
in the Bay of Biscay (ICES Subarea VIII), and the main landing port
was La Rochelle. In the late 1960s, about half the total blackspot sea
bream catches of offshore trawlers from La Rochelle were from ICES
Division VIIIc (Cantabrian Sea). The other main fishing areas were
ICES Divisions VIIIa,b and to a lesser extent VIIj,h (Guichet et al.,
1971). The fishing areas in the 1930s and 1940s could not be
identified.
Anecdotal reports suggest that the species’ catchability varied
from year to year, as fishers were able to “find” fish or not. For
adult fish, this cannot be to the result of variations in abundance
because several age classes were exploited. It is unknown whether
these changes in catchability can explain the large year-to-year
variations in landings, with much higher landings in a few years
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(Figure 1), or if these variations were the result of poor data
quality.
Data quality is a problem for the older landings statistics. For
example, for 1955 and 1956, French landings from Guéguen
(1969a) are 30 –40% higher than official landings. The data compiled about 10 years thereafter by Guéguen were considered to be
more reliable. Likewise, landings given by Dardignac (1988) for the
year 1950, 8370 t, are about twice those given by the national landings statistics of the ministry, 4366 t. In this study, the national
landings statistics figure was kept as Dardignac (1988) reported
landings from 1 year only, without specifying how the 8370 t
figure was obtained. Nevertheless, this shows the magnitude of
uncertainty of past landings.
Lpue values were reconstructed for La Rochelle trawlers, the
only trawler fleet sufficiently documented, and it decreased
sharply from the mid-1970s. Relating these lpues to fishing
effort, from 1950 to 1980, French fishing effort in the Bay of
Biscay and elsewhere strongly increased. Effort of French trawlers
from the Atlantic coast increased by 74% from 1961 to 1975
(Guillou and Njock, 1978). The total engine power of the
French fishing fleet continued to increase during the 1980s
(Mesnil, 2008). This increase does not account for technological
creep, and some technological developments were reported to be
targeted at blackspot sea bream (Maucorps, 1970; Guichet et al.,
1971). Therefore, the increase in lpue reported for 1966–1968
(Guichet et al., 1971, Table 3), and the high lpues sustained in
the early 1970s might have resulted from increasing fishing efficiency. This may have completely masked the actual stock trend.

As a result of this likely change in fishing power and the paucity
of historical data, lpue figures computed here for the La
Rochelle offshore trawlers are unlikely to track the stock trend.
Blackspot sea bream lpues for this fleet were considered uninterpretable by Njock (1978), but as they start in the late 1930s, they
may still convey some information.
Age-at-length values from Guéguen (1969b) were similar to
older estimates from the Bay of Biscay and the coast of Morocco
(Guéguen, 1969b), but seemed smaller than age-at-length values
from the Azores. It was not possible to assess whether the difference is real or the result of sampling bias, because the material
for age estimation was not the same (scales in the Bay of Biscay
and whole otoliths in the Azores) and there was no intercalibration. It may be either that scales include check rings or that
growth increments of older fish are difficult to identify from
whole otoliths. Data used for the yield per recruit and the
dynamic models were length- and weight-at-age from Guéguen
(1969b) and maturity from Krug (1998). The yield-per-recruit
model provided a static view of exploitation levels that a blackspot
sea bream stock may sustain, depending on which age groups are
exploited. Sustainable F levels are low because the BFF is strongly
reduced by exploitation. Even with a fishing mortality starting at
age 8 only, the BFF and the fecundity of the stock are reduced
to ,50% of the unexploited level for F ≈ 0.2. With fishing mortality starting at younger ages, levels below 20% of unexploited
levels are obtained for the same fishing mortality of 0.2. From
this, blackspot sea bream stocks are understood as only able to
sustain low fishing mortality. As fishing mortalities of the main
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Figure 7. Dynamic model estimates for (a) total biomass, (b) spawning-stock biomass (SSB), (c) ﬁshing mortality (F), and (d) landings. Model
with constant recruitment (continuous line); recruitment ﬁxed before 1967 and proportional to BFF thereafter (dashed lines). Points in (d) are
observed landings (as in Figure 1).
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Table 6. Average ﬁshing mortalities for the main demersal stocks
in the Bay of Biscay and Celtic Sea (source: ICES).
Stock
Northern hake (Merluccius merluccius)
Monkﬁsh (Lophius piscatorius and
L. budegassa) from the Celtic Sea
and Bay of Biscay
Megrim (Lepidorhombus whifﬁagonis)
from the Celtic Sea and Bay of Biscay
Whiting (Merlangius merlangus) from the
Celtic Sea
Sole (Solea solea) Bay of Biscay

F
.0.25
Around 0.23

Years
1990 –2005
1990 –2005

.0.3 in most
years
0.1–0.5

1990 –2005

0.4–0.6

1985 –2005

1985 –2005
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demersal stocks (hake, anglerfish, sole) in the Bay of Biscay have
been typically in the range 0.2 –0.5 over the past 30 years
(Table 6), blackspot sea bream is likely to have been exploited at
F well above 0.2, at least in the late 1970s.
The yield-per-recruit model does not account for densitydependent compensation of the age of sex change and maturation
because there are no data about the extent to which this might
occur in the wild. Sex change may, however, be plastic in blackspot
sea bream and reduced population abundance might therefore
induce an increased fecundity, with males changing to females
earlier and possibly faster growth. The growth, sex ratios, and
maturation observed in captivity (Micale et al., 2002) are unlikely
to happen in the wild, where food is never unlimited and interspecific competition is maintained. Nevertheless, some
year-to-year variations of sex change and maturation were
observed in the Azores (Krug, 1998).
A dynamic model accounting for flexibility in sex change has
been proposed (Molloy et al., 2007). It predicts that flexibility in
sex change increases the resilience to fishing of male first sex changers. The collapse of the blackspot sea bream stock in the Bay of
Biscay indicates that such flexibility, if it occurred, was insufficient
to cope with past levels of fishing mortality.
The dynamic model with constant recruitment estimated high
fishing mortalities to fit the low landings from the 1980s.
Assuming a simple stock –recruitment relationship, the model
estimated fishing mortalities not exceeding 0.5 in most years.
None of the models represents the true history of the blackspot
sea bream stock, but despite the different assumptions, some
common patterns emerged. For both models, the estimated
decline in BFF preceded that of landings, suggesting that for
such a stock with delayed maturity, the effect of fishing might
remain unnoticed for a while. In the real world, the probable
increasing fishing efficiency in the early 1970s (see above) contributed to the lack of any warning about the collapse. At that time,
there was little experience of stock collapse and management
was not designed to prevent them. Indeed, no management was
implemented until about 20 years later.
It was only in 2003 that a total allowable catch (TAC) was introduced by the EU [Council Regulation (EC) No. 2340/2002 of 16
December 2002]. This TAC was further reduced in 2005 and 2009.
A minimum landing size was also set by Council Regulation (EC)
No. 1359/2008 of 28 November 2008 to 30 cm in 2009 and 35 cm
in 2010. These management measures seem appropriate to allow
the stock to rebuild. The exploitation of small blackspot sea bream
in the past is confirmed by Priol (1932) and by the existence of a
commercial category for small fish in La Rochelle (Guichet et al.,
1971). In more recent years, 1-year-old blackspot sea bream were

exploited in the Strait of Gibraltar (Erzini et al., 2006). As there
was no management of the landings before 2003, it may well be
that any small amount of fish appearing somewhere was quickly
fished out, preventing any rebuilding.
The potential for the stock to rebuild to past levels is unknown,
but the increase in lpue after the War suggests that a 5-year reduction
in fishing mortality allowed for a strong increase in the stock, which
was then much bigger. The continuation of small landings in the
1990s and 2000s indicates that the residual stock has not died out.
It is not known if the carrying capacity of the ecosystem for this
species has remained the same, but there is no known ecosystem
change that would be deleterious to this species. Observed hydrological changes (Michel et al., 2009) have not made the Bay of Biscay
significantly divergent from the range of conditions sought by blackspot sea bream. The effect of the fishery since the 1960s is enough to
explain the stock collapse, and catch levels during the past 20 years
seem a sufficient explanation for its low level. Although currently
many studies focus on global stock depletion and fisheries collapse,
there are some good examples of commercial stock rebuilding as well
as of rebuilding of threatened populations of birds, mammals, and
other species when mortality or threats are lifted. Reducing the
fishing mortality of the small residual stock will probably allow an
increase in abundance, but because management has only recently
been introduced, it may take some years for the effects to become
visible. Blackspot sea bream mature late, so the reduction of mortality in small fish will take time to generate an increase in spawning
stock.
In addition to managing the commercial fishery, it would be
useful to regulate recreational fishing because juvenile blackspot sea
bream are coastal during summer and thus susceptible to being
caught by recreational anglers, or released with damage. In the past,
the coastal distribution of juveniles and their high catchability
made them an easy catch for recreational and subsistence fisheries
(Priol, 1932). Small blackspot sea bream (,20 cm total length)
were sold commercially under vernacular names such as “pirono”
and “pelon” in Brittany (Priol, 1932). Wounds to the mouth have
been observed and attributed to hooks, and significant mortality of
small fish damaged by hooks has been assumed (Desbrosses, 1931).
A recovery of the stock should be detectable well before full
replenishment by the ongoing western IBTS survey. When the
stock was abundant, the species was caught during most surveys
in the Bay of Biscay and it was still caught up to the mid-1980s
when the stock was already low.
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A likelihood method for identifying joint time trends in multiple variables:
Application to population and fishing pressure indices of deep-water species
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Abstract
A likelihood based method for simultaneously comparing time trends in multiple variables
estimated with uncertainty, such as ecosystem indicators or indices is presented. The method
allows to determine the evidence in the data for a given joint time trend scenario taking account
of estimation uncertainty, e.g. whether indicator trends are the same in different areas. The time
trends are defined in qualitative terms as increasing, stable or decreasing. Generalised additive
models fitted under monotonicity constraints are used to calculate the likelihood of a given time
trend for each indicator. The likelihood of a joint time trend is then the product of likelihoods for
the set of indicator. The method is demonstrated for the case of population indices of two deepwater species. The questions investigated are: Did population time trends in different areas
change in the same direction? Did the two species in the same area changed in the same direction
indicating a common fisheries effect? Application of the method shows that for blue ling there
was very strong evidence for the hypothesis of similar increasing and no time trend in the five
investigated areas. In contrast, for grenadier the evidence in favour of similar decreasing time
trends in all areas was strong. Comparison within areas between species showed that the two
species had different time trends in all areas.
Keywords: likelihood principle, abundance indices, time series.
V.M. Trenkel and P. Lorance, Ifremer, rue de l'île d'Yeu, BP 21105, 44311 Nantes cedex 3,
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Introduction
Analysis of time series of multiple variables is essential in many fields of ecology and resource
management. The variables can be indicators for population or community status, anthropogenic
pressures such as fishing or pollution or environmental conditions (temperature NAO index,..).
The reasons for these analyses are to investigate relationships between pressures and states,
relationships within each category or in space. Correlation analysis is a common way for pairwise comparisons e.g. (Blanchard et al., 2010), but it is not suitable for simultaneous multiple
comparisons. To overcome the limitations of linear relations and pair-wise comparisons, rythms
or directions of change have been compared using symbolic approaches (Cazelles, 2004;
Blanchard et al., 2010; Trenkel and Rochet, 2010). In a symbolic approach the magnitude of
change does not matter, only the direction or pattern. For analysing this temporal values are
recoded as increasing, decreasing, peak, trough or stationary by considering neighbouring values.
Which neighbours to use depends on the method. Long term analyses (>50 data points) often
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look for (time-lagged) synchrony in phase between indicators using entropy and mutual
information measures (e.g. (Cazelles, 2004)). For long term analyses recoding hence focalises on
keeping local peaks and troughs. The underlying logic is that the compared time series are impacted
in pulses by another variable or that the fluctuating nature of one impacts the other in regular
intervals. The analysis attempts to uncover the pulse frequency. Short term analyses (<15 data
points) tend to concentrate on identifying joint directions of change (Trenkel and Rochet, 2010),
hence a single direction of change is identified for the whole series rather than for each data
point. The underlying theoretical model this is that a single change happened at some time during
the study periods which had repercussions on the processes measured by the indicators in terms
of making them change monotonically, which could be from one state of equilibrium to another.
Data collection in many applications is on an annual scale, so short term means less than 15
years. For medium term analyses (15-50 data points), comparing joint simple patterns might be of
interest, such as one peak or trough, in addition to monotonic changes investigated in short term
analyses.
Methods searching for synchrony in phase between multiple variables have the draw back that
the same time-lag between variables has to be assumed for the whole data series. When
comparing two indicator time series it is straightforward to test a range of time-lags, but this
becomes prohibitive if several indicators are compared simultaneously. In this case either
theoretic considerations allow to narrow down the plausible range of time-lags to be considered
for all time series, or other methods need to be used.
Considering only monotonic time changes (increasing, decreasing or stationary) avoids the
problem of time lags, though the considered time series need to be short for the assumption of a
monotonic changes to be reasonable. Thus, when only directions of change are considered, the
form of the time trends in different variables can be different. They are considered to belong to
the same category, for example increasing, as long as the trends are all monotonically increasing
over the study period, independent of the year the increase started.
Here we use the likelihood based approach proposed by Trenkel and Rochet (2010) to investigate
joint time trends of multiple indicators. Instead of uniquely classifying each time series as
increasing, decreasing or stationary, the degree of membership to each direction category is
calculated as the likelihood of fitted smooth monotonic time trends constrained to increase,
decrease or remain stationary. Thus the time series directional change classification is fuzzy.
Membership of all or a subset of indicators to the same category is calculated as the joint
likelihood. The approach is based on the likelihood principle (Pawitan, 2001). Inference
regarding the most likely time trend combinations are drawn by interpreting differences in
membership values (likelihood differences).
The manuscript is organised as follows. The method is presented in section 2. In section 3 we
apply it to determine for two deep-water species whether population time trends estimated for
adjacent areas by Lorance et al. (2010) showed the same direction of change over the period
2000-2009 and whether the time trends of the two species in the same area belonged to the same
category.
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Method
Assuming there are n independent annual indicator time series of the same length, the proposed
approach is composed of three steps (Figure 1): (i) fuzzy symbolic time series classification by
fitting three monotonic time trends (increasing, decreasing and stationary) to each indicator time
series using constrained generalised additive models and calculating the likelihood for each fitted
time trend; (ii) fuzzy symbolic joint time series classification by calculating the joint likelihood
for time trend directions; (iii) inference regarding final fuzzy membership to time trend
combination categories.
In step 1, three monotonic time trends are fitted to the n standardised indicator series separately.
Standardisation of annual indicator values is achieved by removing the indicator mean and
dividing by the indicator standard deviation. As indicators are measurements or estimates with
error, the observation standard deviations are standardised as well. Monotonically increasing or
decreasing time trends γ(t) are fitted using constrained generalised additive models as described
in Trenkel and Rochet (2010) using the mgcv package (Wood, 2006) in R (R Development Core
Team 2008). Stationary trends are fitted as linear models with slope and intercept zero ( γ(t) =0).

Two linear inequality constraints are introduced for obtaining monotonically increasing or
decreasing smooth time trends γ(t) and ensuring that the values for the first γ(1) and final year
γ(T) are significantly different:
1. Monotonicity: γ '(t)≥0 (increasing) or γ '(t)≤0 (decreasing)
2. Significant time change: γ (T)−γ (1) ≥ a where a = 4 median(s*),

with γ '(t) the first derivative of the smooth time trend and median(s*) the median of the time
series of standardised observation standard deviations of the indicator. The second constraint
forces the values for the first and last year to be significantly different if approximate 95%
confidence intervals were constructed for each point estimate as γ (t) ± 2 median(s*) . Parameter
estimation is done by quadratic programming (see details in Trenkel and Rochet 2010).
The loglikelihood of the fitted monotonic time trends γˆ(t) is then calculated for each indicator
time series I(t). Assuming normality, the formula for the likelihood for each of the three time
trend directions (dir={increasing, decreasing, stationary}) is
logldir

2

 I(t)−γˆdir(t) 
= ∑−log(σˆ 2π ) − 1 

2
t =1
 σˆdir

T

with σ̂ dir being the residual sum of squares of the fitted time trend divided by the total number of
observations T.

In step 2, the joint likelihood across indicator time series is calculated for time trend
combinations of interest. There are 3n possible time trend combinations. For example, the
loglikelihood for an increasing time trend in all n time series is

3

2 ... + logl n
logL(inc, inc, ... inc) = logl1inc + loglinc
inc

assuming the time series are independent. The likelihood for all 3n time trend combinations is
calculated and the likelihood, i.e. exp(logL), is summed for those combinations that correspond to
each hypothesis. The result are likelihood values L(hypothesis 1), L(hypothesis 2) etc. Note that
the same time trend combinations can be part of different hypotheses which means hypotheses
don't have to be exclusive.
In step 3 inference is drawn regarding which of the time trend combinations, i.e. hypotheses of
joint changes are supported by the data and hence most likely. The result provides the symbolic
membership to joint time trend combinations. The most likely hypothesis of joint time trends is
that with maximum likelihood
maxL = max(L(hypothesis 1), L(hypothesis 2), ... L(all other))
Likelihood ratios, or equivalently loglikelihood differences ∆x, defined as

∆ x = log(max L)− log(L(hypothesis x))
are then used for classifying membership to the different joint time trend hypotheses as
recommended for likelihood based inference (Royall, 2004). The following classes are used
0 #∆x # 2 : very strong evidence
⇒ strong membership
2 <∆x # 3 : fairly strong evidence
⇒ medium membership
⇒ weak membership
∆x > 3 : weak evidence
Thus, hypotheses for which ∆x# 2 are strongly supported by the time series data. There is fairly
strong evidence in the data for hypotheses with 2 <∆x # 3, while all hypotheses with ∆x > 3 are
not supported by the data. The threshold values used for the classification are in accordance with
values derived by simulations for a simple model (Trenkel and Rochet, 2010).

Application
The method is applied for the case of population indices of two deep-water species. The
questions investigated are: Did population time trends in different areas change in the same
direction? Did the two species in the same area changed in the same direction indicating a
common fisheries effect?
Using haul-by-haul commercial landings data (tallybook) from the French fishery Lorance et al.
(2010) derived abundance indices for blue ling (Molva dypterygia) for five areas to the west of
the British Isles for the period 2000 to 2008 (Figure 2). The five areas differ in the length of their
exploitation history with the earliest fishing starting in the 1990s (areas edge 6, other 6 and ref5,
see Figure 2) and the latest in the early 2000s (areas new6 and new5, see Figure 2). These
estimates were updated for 2009 and the same methodology was applied for roundnose grenadier
(Coryphaenoides rupestris) which is caught during the same fishing operations.
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The two studied species differ in depth range, history of exploitation and life history
characteristics. Blue ling have been heavily exploited since the 1970s, catches declined in the
1990s as a result of declining abundance and development of fisheries for other deep-water
species including roundnose grenadier. Roundnose grenadier was not landed to any significant
amount before the late 1980s but fisheries developed rapidly in the 1990s. For both species,
management was introduced in 2003 and both effort and landings were reduced by regulation.
Blue ling occur from 300 to 1500 m with a peak abundance at around 750-1000m, while
roundnose grenadier is rarely caught shallower than 600 m, it is abundant from 800 m –1500 m
and distributed down to 2200m. In the study area, juvenile blue ling are not present, only adult
fish are caught; they recruit to the fishery and spawning stock at the same time at an age of 7-8
years. Individuals smaller than 70 cm total length (TL) are rarely caught and there is no discard.
For roundnose grenadier, both small juvenile and adult fish are caught. This species reaches first
maturity at an age of 14 years and about 50 cm TL and it has mainly been discarded at this size,
only large adults being marketed. Blue ling has a moderate longevity, the oldest observed fish
was estimated to be 25 years old (Ehrich and Reinsch, 1985) while roundnose grenadier is a long
lived species reaching 50 to 60 years in the study area (Kelly et al., 1997; Lorance et al., 2008)
Monotonic time trends were fitted to the ten time series of abundance indices (Figure 3). Visual
inspection shows that roundnose grenadier was decreasing in all areas hence the decreasing time
trend models provided the best fit. The directions of change for blue ling were more variable
between areas.
To investigate the evidence for common time trends across areas, loglikelihood differences were
calculated (Table 1). For blue ling, results showed strong membership to the categories "different
time trends" and "positive time trends in all five areas". For roundnose grenadier there was strong
evidence in support of the hypothesis of "negative time trends in all areas", hence strong
membership to the "all negative" category.
There was no evidence for common time trends of the two species in any of the five small areas
studied. The strong membership to the category of different time trends confirms the visual
impression (table 1).

Discussion
The proposed approach was demonstrated for analysing joint monotonic time trends in
abundance indices for two deep-water fish species in adjacent areas to answer the two questions
Did population time trends in different areas change in the same direction? Did the two species in
the same area changed in the same direction indicating a common fisheries effect? It is not
surprising that blue ling and roundnose grenadier displayed different trends in all areas because they
have different stock dynamics and were subject to different management. Blue ling has a higher
biological productivity than roundnose grenadier. For this latter species, during the 2000s the stock
abundance might have been decreasing due to high landings in the early 2000s. Moreover, as
juveniles are caught together with adults, these high landings were associated with discards, therefore
reducing the abundance of recruiting cohorts. The management had also different impacts on stock
and fisheries with the EU TAC being reducing 45% and 23% respectively for blue ling and roundnose
grenadier between 2003 and 2009. Blue ling is currently considered to be at a low level, but there was
5

no recent quantitative stock assessment. Increasing trends in the abundance indices studied here and
in survey indices (ICES, 2010) as well as catch curves and mean length in the catch may suggest that
this stock, after having declined in the 1980-90s increased in the 2000s, possible owing to the fishery
management actions. As a consequence, the two deep-water species displayed different trends in
abundance in all areas although they are exploited by the same fishery.

For roundnose grenadier the method revealed a strong likelihood that the abundance has declined
in all areas, which is in agreement with the stock having been overexploited and the areas to the
west of Scotland and south of Faeroe Islands to represent one single stock for this species, as
assumed for stock assessment and management purposes (ICES, 2010; Neat and Burns, 2010).
Nevertheless, recent genetic results suggested population structuring at a smaller spatial scale
(Knutsen et al., 2010). Therefore the study areas may not be occupied by one single panmictic
population of roundnose grenadier, the common negative trends in all five small areas would then
result more from a common effect of fishing removing biomass than from a single population
dynamic.
For blue ling, there is no population identity data available but as juveniles do not occur in the
study area where individuals do not arrive before the of age of 7 years, the hypothesis of one
single population seems the most likely. This is compatible with our results where trends in the
same directions in all areas have a high likelihood (Table 1). Nevertheless, different trends across
areas also have a high likelihood, which could then result from a differential effect of fishing.
This is also realistic because mean length and age distributions suggest a moderate fishing
mortality in recent years (ICES, 2010), deep-water fishing effort in the 2000s decreased in all
areas but in varying proportions (Figure 4). It is therefore possible that local abundance increased
in the less fished areas and remained stable in the others.
A strong point of the proposed method is that inference is possible due to the use of the
likelihood approach and that uncertainty in time series estimates is taken account of. This is an
advantage compared to the symbolic method of synchrony in phase proposed by Cazelles (2004)
for which a randomisation procedure has to be used for inference.
The method was demonstrated for analysing joint monotonic time trends in abundance indices for
two deep-water fish species. However, the potential for this method is much larger. Any analysis
that involves investigation of joint time trends in multiple variables can be carried out using the
method. The variables don't need to be independent as the likelihood function can take any
correlations into account. Potential areas for application of this method are the comparison of
environmental time series with results from qualitative model (loop) analysis (Rochet et al.,
2010) or to determine responses in environmental monitoring data to management actions.
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Table 1. Loglikelihood differences for joint time trends by area or by species.
membership: strong membership in grey, weak membership in white.

Fuzzy

Hypothesis category for joint time trends
Different trends Positive trends Negative trends All
stationary
Area comparison by species
blue ling
0
1.8
33.8
23.3
roundnose grenadier
4
65.7
0
60.1
Species comparison by area
edge6
new5
new6
other6
ref5

0
0
0
0
0

7.4
22.3
19.8
10.8
7.2

5.3
9.5
8.3
3.5
7.4

4.7
29.7
26
10.7
12.5
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1). Classifying time series. Fit 3 constrained monot onic time trends
(dir={increasing, decreasing, stationary} to i=1...n indicator time series and
calculate loglikelihood loglidir of their fits.
time series n
time series 2
time series 1

…

2). Jointly classifying time series. Calculate loglikelihood of time trend
combinations using loglikelihood values from 1) and combine to
obtain likelihood for hypotheses.
Loglikelihood for time trend combination
logL(all time series increased) = logl1i nc + logl 2inc +... loglni nc
logL( all time series decreased) = logl 1dec+ logl 2dec +... logln dec
Other time series trend combinations....

Y L(hypot hesis 1), L(hypothesis 2),...

3). Inference. Identify time trend combination with maximum loglikelihood
max (logLx). Calculate difference between logLx from 2). and max(logLx).
Int erpret loglikelihood differences <2 as evidence in data for given time
trend combinations.

Figure 1. Schematic view of symbolic fuzzy classifcation method of multiple time series.
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Figure 2. Small areas defined for the estimation of standardised population abundance indices
using commercial haul-by-haul data. Purple: edge 6; red: other 6; light grey:new6; blue: ref5;
dark grey: new5.
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Figure 3. Standardised population abundance indices with three fitted monotonic time trends for
blue ling (top) and roundnose grenadier (bottom). Vertical bars are 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 4. Fishing effort of the French fishing fleet by small areas from 2000 to 2008 (data for
2009 not available).
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